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RACE, ETHNICITY, AND THE CONTINUING PROBLEM OF THE COLOR LINE

In 1903 W. E. B. DuBois famously wrote, “The problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line.” More than one hundred years have passed since his prophetic statement, yet the color line remains a major problem of the twenty-first century.

Racial and ethnic inequality permeates American society and expresses itself through the many social problems studied by SSSP members. To mention just a few familiar examples, people of color are more likely to live in poverty, to receive poor health care, to live in areas with air and water pollution problems, and to be arrested and imprisoned. Racial and ethnic prejudice and stereotyping also remain widespread even if they are less extreme than in decades past. In the 2006 General Social Survey, almost half of non-Latino whites agreed that “most blacks just don’t have the motivation or will power to pull themselves out of poverty,” and one-fifth of whites opposed a close relative marrying an Asian American. Almost 60 percent of respondents in a 2007 Gallup Poll thought that immigrants to the United States are worsening the crime problem. And almost one-fourth of respondents in a 2006 Gallup Poll said they would not want to have a Muslim as a neighbor, while 39 percent admitted being prejudiced against Muslims. Other Gallup evidence shows that people of color are less satisfied than non-Latino whites with their lives and more likely to perceive that racial and ethnic discrimination exists in education, the workplace, and other areas.

About fifty years ago the civil rights movement put racial segregation on the national agenda, and that movement and later efforts succeeded in weakening the color line. Yet racial and ethnic inequality persists while most of the nation turns a blind eye by forgetting about it, by pretending it simply does not exist, or by blaming people of color for the inequality they suffer.

The theme of the 2009 annual meeting, “Race, Ethnicity, and the Continuing Problem of the Color Line,” will afford SSSP members the opportunity to discuss the place of race and ethnicity in the United States and to rededicate ourselves to addressing racial and ethnic issues in our professional work, political and social activism, and daily lives. Papers are invited that address the following questions: (1) What are the sources of racial and ethnic inequality in contemporary society? (2) How, why, and with what consequences do racial and ethnic prejudice and discrimination manifest themselves in social institutions and in everyday life? (3) What are the racial and ethnic dimensions and impact of the social problems studied by SSSP members? (4) Perhaps most important, what social programs and policies and political strategies, ranging from conventional political activity to protest tactics, offer the most hope for reducing racial and ethnic inequality?

The 2009 annual meeting in San Francisco will be an occasion both to celebrate the racial and ethnic diversity of our society and to reflect soberly on the color line that remains and the work that still needs to be done. President Barkan and the Program Committee invite your input, your participation, and, above all, your commitment to achieving a nation where, as Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. so memorably urged, people “will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.”

Steven E. Barkan, SSSP President, University of Maine
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ANNUAL MEETING SCHEDULE

The official days of the 2009 SSSP Annual Meeting are Friday, August 7 thru Sunday, August 9. Program sessions are scheduled on all three days of the meeting.

Most daytime program sessions are 1 hour and 40 minutes in length, followed by a 20 minute break. Exceptions are clearly noted in the detailed program schedule.

All sessions, committee meetings and special events will be held at the Stanford Court Hotel (SCH); previously several sessions were to be held at the University Club.

The turnover schedule is as follows:

**Friday, August 7**
- 8:30am – 10:10am  
  10:30am – 12:10pm  
  12:30pm – 2:10pm  
  2:30pm – 4:10pm  
  4:30pm – 6:10pm  
  6:30pm – 7:30pm  
  7:45pm – 8:45pm  
  9:00pm – 10:30pm

**Saturday, August 8**
- 8:00am – 9:40am  
  9:50am – 11:00am  
  11:10am – 12:20pm  
  12:30pm – 2:10pm  
  2:30pm – 4:10pm  
  4:30pm – 6:10pm  
  6:45pm – 7:45pm  
  8:00pm – 10:00pm

**Sunday, August 9**
- 8:30am – 10:10am  
  10:30am – 12:10pm  
  12:30pm – 2:10pm  
  2:30pm – 4:10pm  
  4:30pm – 6:10pm  
  6:45pm – 7:45pm  
  8:00pm – 10:00pm

On Friday, the 6:30pm – 7:30pm time slot is allocated for receptions, the 7:45pm – 8:45pm time slot is allocated for the Graduate Student “Happy Hour,” and the 9:00pm – 10:30pm time slot is allocated for the 9th Annual AIDS Fundraiser. On Saturday, the 6:45pm – 7:45pm time slot is allocated for a Reception Honoring Dr. Thomas C. Hood, SSSP Executive Officer, 1990-2009, and the 8:00pm – 10:00pm time slot is allocated for the Awards Banquet. On Sunday, all sessions will end at 6:10pm.

Please refer to the Program Schedule (pages 14 – 43) for a daily listing of all sessions, meetings, and special events. Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions and meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled in the same room and to allow participants time to transit to the next session.

On behalf of the Society for the Study of Social Problems, Michele Koontz, Administrative Officer & Meeting Manager wishes to thank President Steven E. Barkan; Program Committee Chair A. Javier Treviño and his committee Mitchell Berbrier, Hoan N. Bui, Otis B. Grant, Michelle A. Harris and Karen M. McCormack; Local Arrangements Committee Chair Rebecca Ancheta; Executive Officer Thomas C. Hood; Administrative Assistant and Webmaster Sharon Shumaker and Graduate Research Associate Sarah Hendricks for their contributions to the program. The cover design was created by Cary Yang Costello, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

A special thanks to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Maine for their financial contribution to the awards banquet and to the University of California Press for their financial contribution to the registration bags and the reception honoring Dr. Thomas C. Hood, SSSP Executive Officer, 1990-2009.
WELCOME TO SAN FRANCISCO, THE CITY BY THE BAY!

San Francisco is a wonderful city for visitors and locals alike. Summer in San Francisco is notoriously cold and foggy. Mark Twain reportedly once said, “The coldest winter I ever spent was a summer in San Francisco.” While it is debatable whether he actually said those words, it is certainly true that San Francisco is often quite cold during the summer. If it happens to be foggy during the SSSP meetings, don’t despair, just remember to bring a warm jacket, and dress for fall weather. The fog can be beautiful when viewed from outside, its dense character becoming even more evident. If you’d like to get a good look at the fog, go over the Golden Gate Bridge and enter into sunny Marin County. From the vantage point of Sausalito you are almost certain to leave the fog belt and can look back on the city. It is an amazing sight to see the city shrouded in fog, with the towers of the Golden Gate Bridge peaking out at the top.

Foggy days are also great days to visit Golden Gate Park. Two of our city’s newest museums are located on the Music Concourse – the Academy of Sciences and the De Young Art Museum. This LEED certified building is sure to impress even the most experienced environmentalist. Be sure to see the movie in the planetarium, walk through the tropical rain forest dome, and travel underwater in an elevator. A model of ecological sustainability, the building’s living roof and glass walls are amazing to behold. Across the concourse towers the copper sculpture of the De Young Art Museum. After you have gazed at the art, you can ride an elevator to the lookout level and get a bird’s eye view of the park stretching all the way down to the Pacific Ocean.

If we are lucky, you’ll be greeted to sun, and perhaps a light wind, during your visit. If it is sunny, head straight for the Presidio, our nation’s premier urban National Park, and walk along Crissy Field. Once an Army base, the Presidio National Park is home to the most amazing vistas this side of the bay. This is where the best pictures can be taken with views of the Golden Gate Bridge. If you are a Star Wars fan, be sure to find the life size statue of Yoda presiding over a fountain at the front of George Lucas’ campus.

On sunny days one of the most relaxing ways to view the city is from the water. If you have ½ a day, be sure to take a ferry onto the bay, heading north for Sausalito, Angel Island, and Alcatraz, or East towards Oakland. You will be treated to delightful views of the bridges, islands in the bay and the stunning city skyline.

Frisco, The City by the bay, is awaiting you. I hope to see you all at the 2009 SSSP meeting.

Rebecca Ancheta
Chair, SSSP Local Arrangements Committee

WELCOME TO THE CITY!
The Graduate Student Version

Sourdough, Santana, Cable Cars, Fog, Harvey Milk
Welcome to San Francisco! Prior to my attendance in the Sociology Program at UC-San Francisco, I had never visited the city before and did not know what to expect. My undergraduate advisors described it as, “…a progressive place, with bubbling social activity.” After living here for six years, I can only confirm their description. Hopefully, you will leave San Francisco feeling the same way.

Although San Francisco is not comparable in size to New York or Los Angeles, it has a rich history, good food, and great energy that cannot be matched anywhere in the United States. However, the weather here during the summertime is chilly and windy, so please bring a light jacket and a sweater.

Getting Around San Francisco
Do not worry about getting around San Francisco and its neighboring cities. First, this is a walking city. To get the most out of your experience walk through the neighborhoods. Do not walk in dress shoes. During my first few days in San Francisco I had to trade-in my stilettos for sneakers because of the hills. If you are walking between the ASA Meetings and the hotel, just keep your nice shoes in your SSSP tote and change when you arrive.

If you plan on visiting the tourist attractions outside of Nob Hill, where the Stanford Court Hotel is located, I would recommend buying a 1-Day or 3-Day SF Muni City Passport. The City Passport is a bus pass that provides you with unlimited access to all MUNI transit. With a City Passport you can ride the cable cars and the 74X Culture Bus for an additional $3. All three cable car routes (California, Powell-Hyde, and Powell-Mason) have stops outside the Stanford Court Hotel. The Powell Lines heading north will take you to Chinatown, North Beach, and Fisherman’s Wharf. At Fisherman’s Wharf you can go see the Sea Lions bark, honk, and trumpet.

Cities in the East Bay, including Oakland and Berkeley, are only a thirty-five minute BART ride from Downtown. The BART, or Bay Area Rapid Transit is a train system that takes you throughout cities in the Bay Area. I would recommend sparing a few hours to visit Berkeley. If you get off the Downtown Berkeley stop and head east, you will arrive to the UC-Berkeley campus. I recommend visiting Moe’s on Telegraph Avenue. It’s a three-story, local bookstore with a great selection of social theory. If you do not want to carry books in your carry-on, then just visit Berkeley for its warmer weather.

Around the Stanford Court Hotel and its Neighboring Areas
There are several hidden attractions close to the Stanford Court Hotel. One is the Tunnel Top, which is a bar that sits on top of the Stockton Tunnel at Bush Street. They also serve coffee and beverages for those who just want to mingle. The Tunnel Top, like many local businesses in San Francisco, only accepts cash. So, make sure to carry some with you.

Another gem by the Stanford Court Hotel is the Glide Memorial Church, close to the ASA Meetings. Religions aside, consider attending a Glide service. Their services are considered a celebration of life that is felt through the powerful music provided by the Glide Ensemble. During the 1960s, the Glide Memorial Church was also instrumental in establishing ethnic studies and affirmative action at San Francisco State University. Services take place at 9:00am and 11:00am. Get there half an hour early for seats.
Golden Gate Park—One Stop Tourism

If you only have one day to enjoy San Francisco, I would recommend visiting the Golden Gate Park, which is accessible via the N-Judah line and 74X Culture Bus. This grand park has a museum campus, a Japanese Tea Garden, and beautiful trails. The best part about the Golden Gate Park is that it is adjacent to the Inner Sunset District which has cheap restaurants all along 9th Avenue.

One place that I would highly recommend that you visit is the Arizmendi Bakery. The Arizmendi Bakery is a worker-owned cooperative that stemmed from the Cheeseboard Collective in Berkeley. They have uniquely, delicious pizzas made from organic ingredients, as well as rustic treats and cheeses. Check out their bread schedule at: www.arizmendibakery.org.

In the end…

One of the goals of the Society is “…to encourage the work of young sociologists.” After becoming fascinated by some of the sights, you may be tempted to create a dissertation proposal that is based out of San Francisco. If you are trying to brainstorm ideas, I recommend heading to Caffè Trieste in North Beach. Here, you can find local politicians discussing new ordinances or local artists writing poetry.

Another great café worth visiting is the Crossroads Café in SoMa, which has a bookstore and delicious sandwiches. Crossroads Café is part of the Delancey Street Foundation, which strives to provide vocational skills and education to ex-convicts.

Although I know that most of you are participating in the Society’s annual meeting to present your research or meet progressive scholars, I hope that you also take this opportunity to have some fun. You may possibly find intellectual stimulation, and spiritual inspiration in unexpected places. Enjoy!

Airín D. Martínez, Doctoral Candidate in Sociology
University of California—San Francisco

Important Links and Websites

For transit trip planner and maps: http://www.sfmta.com/cms/home/sfmta.php

Instant transit directions from your phone, dial 311.

74X Culture Bus: http://www.sfculturebus.org/route.htm


Moe’s Bookstore: http://www.moesbooks.com/cgi-bin/moe/index.html

Golden Gate Park: http://www.nps.gov/goga

Glide Memorial Church: www.glide.org

Arizmendi Bakery: www.arizmendibakery.org

Caffè Trieste North Beach: www.caffetrieste.com

Crossroads Café SoMa: www.delanecystreetfoundation.org/entercafe.php

HOTEL SERVICES

In November 2008, The Stanford Court Hotel emerged from a $35 million transformation melding its rich history with the modern conveniences and contemporary touches of today. Breathtaking views of the City and the Bay and luxurious surroundings are a few of the many highlights of the contemporary guest rooms. The hotel’s eco-friendly commitment includes kitchen composting, expanded recycling efforts, water use reduction, and energy efficiencies.

Dine under the Tiffany-style dome in Aurea and savor the seasonal cuisine that celebrates Bay Area and California culinary artisans. Hop on one of the three Cable Car lines that run along the hotel and be whisked away to see San Francisco’s many attractions. Discover the best of San Francisco’s charm and character, while enjoying the luxurious offerings.

Air Quality – Smoking Policy. Please refrain from wearing any scented products. Smoking is not allowed in the hotel or restaurants. Unless you require a service or therapy dog or other credentialed assistance animal, we ask that you not bring companion animals to areas where SSSP members are presenting.

Babysitting Services. The Stanford Court Hotel recommends the Bay Area Child Care Agency for child care services. Call 415-309-5662 in advance for reservations, hours, and fee information or visit http://bayarea-childcare.com/home.htm.

Business Center. The Business Center is located on the Lower Level of the Stanford Court Hotel. Hours of operation are 8:00am – 6:00pm.

Dining. Aurea, restaurant and lounge, features an illuminated wine-centric bar that operates as a classic coffee-bar cafe by day and transitions in the evening into a lively restaurant and lounge featuring seasonal menus.

Distance to ASA. It is a 15-20 minute walk (or $5 to $10 cab fare) from the Stanford Court Hotel to the Hilton and Parc 55 (ASA conference hotels). Part of the walk is either up or down three steep blocks.

Parking Services. The Stanford Court Hotel offers valet parking for $45 plus tax for overnight guests, for non-hotel guests, $8 per hour, maximum of $45 plus tax. Oversize vehicles are an additional $10 on top of the normal rate. Alternatively, the Masonic Garage (1101 California Street) is $8 per hour, maximum of $30.

Reservations. To book, modify, or cancel a reservation, go to http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/SFOSC?groupCode=SSPSSP A&app=resvlink&fromDate=8/4/09&toDate=8/12/09. You can also call 1-888-236-2427 or 415-989-3500 (ask for the reservation department) to make your reservation; be sure to provide our group code: SSPSSPA to get the SSSP group rate. It is very important to make your reservation early. Reservations must be confirmed by Tuesday, July 14 to guarantee our negotiated group rate. Reservations received after July 14 or after the room block is filled, whichever comes first, are subject to availability and rate increase.

Our special rates are: $189 per night. Superior one bedded room or $199 per night, two bedded room. Rates are exclusive of tax, which is presently 15.5% and subject to change without notice. Guest room reservations must be guaranteed with a credit card. Check-in is 4:00pm and check-out is noon. Any reservation cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival, or no shows, will forfeit one night’s room revenue.

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES/RESOURCES

SSSP will make arrangements for sign-language interpreters, sighted guides, and other communication avenues for meeting registrants. Please use the “Accessibility Services” portion of the registration form to identify the service that you need. Michele Koontz, Administrative Officer & Meeting Manager, will contact you to discuss needs and possible arrangements.

Comfort Zone. Attendees coping with illness, meeting fatigue, or stress may use the hospitality suite set aside at the Stanford Court Hotel as a “safe haven” to escape briefly from the noise and bustle of meeting activities.

Hotel. The Stanford Court Hotel has thirteen accessible sleeping rooms. Five rooms were reserved for our attendees (two have two double beds and a roll-in shower, one has a king bed and a roll-in shower, and two have a king bed and a bathtub stool and guardrails). After you make your reservation for an accessible room, please alert
Michele Koontz. She will follow-up with the hotel to ensure that your request will be honored.

An accessible gender-neutral (unisex/family) public restroom is located on the Lower Level of the Stanford Court Hotel.

**Sessions.** SSSP strives to make its Annual Meeting accessible to ensure full participation by persons with disabilities. Each presentation or session should be designed and conducted with the full participation of all in mind. Therefore, the SSSP requests that all presenters follow the Guidelines for Program Participants and take the steps necessary to make all programming accessible to their respective audiences.

**Accessibility Resources.** For information about disabled access in the Bay Area, contact Access Northern California at www.accesnca.com, request a copy of the brochure San Francisco Access from the San Francisco Convention & Visitors Bureau, 415-391-2000, 415-392-0328 (TTY), or visit www.onlyinsanfrancisco.com.

When using public transportation, request a copy of the Muni Access Guide from Muni Accessible Services Programs, 1 South Van Ness, San Francisco, CA 94115; for assistance telephone 415-701-4485 or 415-701-4730 (TTY) weekdays or 311 anytime.

A Paratransit Taxi Service (www.sfparatransit.com) provides discount taxi service to qualified disabled persons unable to use public fixed route transportation (Muni). Certified visitors needing paratransit service while visiting should prearrange with the San Francisco Paratransit Broker’s Office in advance of their arrival by calling 415-351-7000, 415-351-3942 (TTY), or by e-mailing: sfparatransit@veoliaparatransit.com. Paratransit does not service trips to/from the San Francisco International Airport.

Golden Gate Transit, which operates bus and ferry service between San Francisco and Marin County, has published a handbook on accessible equipment and procedures, Welcome Aboard. For a copy, telephone 415-923-2000 or TTY 311.

**Airports.** San Francisco International Airport (SFO), 1-800/I-FLY-SFO or visit www.flysfo.com. In general you will find good accessibility throughout the airport. SFO is located approximately 13 miles south of San Francisco. All of the major airlines have ramped jetways from the plane to the terminal. Smaller commuter aircraft may require boarding by accessible lift or by stairs from the tarmacs. Check with the individual airlines regarding their boarding policies for persons with special needs. Information/Traveler’s Aid booths to assist travelers are located on the upper and lower levels of all terminals. Booth personnel can provide accessibility information. TTY’s are located at these booths and throughout the airport boarding areas. Visual paging systems are in place throughout the terminals. Public telephones accessible to people in wheelchairs are located in the airport terminals and parking garages.

The Oakland International Airport (OAK), www.oaklandairport.com, is smaller than SFO and is easy to navigate. All the major airlines have ramped jetways from the plane to the terminal. Direct access to downtown San Francisco is available via the BART system.

**Car Rentals.** The following car rental companies can provide hand controls for rental vehicles in the San Francisco area. Advance reservations are required. Please reconfirm your equipment request 24 hours prior to your arrival.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avis</td>
<td>1-800-331-1212</td>
<td><a href="http://www.avis.com">www.avis.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>1-800-526-6408</td>
<td><a href="http://www.budget.com">www.budget.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dollar</td>
<td>1-800-800-4000</td>
<td><a href="http://www.dollar.com">www.dollar.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td>1-800-654-3131</td>
<td><a href="http://www.hertz.com">www.hertz.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Taxis.** The following companies offer ramped mini vans; call several hours in advance. Many of these taxi companies serve the SFO Airport. The average round-trip fare from the SFO to downtown San Francisco is approximately $45.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checker</td>
<td>415-206-1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bay Cab</td>
<td>866-967-8294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>415-648-4444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>415-333-3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Taxi</td>
<td>415-401-8900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART).** BART train service in San Francisco primarily serves the downtown area, the Mission District, and the San Francisco International Airport. It also serves the Oakland International Airport. All BART trains are accessible.

BART tickets can be purchased at all stations; however, if you want a Disabled Discount Pass, you must order the pass online or go to the Customer Service Center at the Lake Merritt, Montgomery, or Civic Center stations. All BART stations are equipped with elevators. There is level access onto all trains; however, there can be a large gap between the platform and the train. This may be a problem for some wheelchairs with small form wheels. You may wish to back on and off the trains. All platforms have tactile edges for detection by people who are blind or visually impaired. Announcements are made informing you which train has arrived. Conductors also announce each stop on board the train.

**Municipal Transit (MUNI).** MUNI operates buses, streetcars, light rail, and cable cars. All lines are accessible except the 41. The MUNI metro system is accessible at all underground stations and at numerous surface key stops at major destinations and transfer points. Buses are boarded using lifts, while light rail vehicles may be boarded on the surface from high station platforms, mini-high wayside platforms or wayside lifts.

MUNI’s streetcar line, the F-line, is wheelchair accessible at most stops. All other cable cars are not wheelchair accessible. Manual wheelchair users who are accompanied by someone who can load the wheelchair onto the cable car may ride. Note cable car operators are not required to assist with wheelchair loading.

**TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS**

The Association Travel Concepts (ATC) is the official travel coordinator for the 2009 Annual Meeting. Special discounts are available on United, Enterprise, and Hertz. ATC guarantees airline discounts up to 15% off the lowest available fare. For details, call 1-800-458-9383, e-mail your travel inquiries to fares@atcmmeetings.com, or visit www.atcmmeetings.com.

You may also call your own agency or the vendors directly and refer to the following I.D. numbers to credit SSSP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>I.D. Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United</td>
<td>1-800-521-4041</td>
<td>510CK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise</td>
<td>1-800-593-0505</td>
<td>32H7476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertz</td>
<td>1-800-654-2240</td>
<td>CV#031C0014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS

The San Francisco International Airport (SFO) is located approximately 13 miles south of San Francisco. Depending on traffic, please allow 20-30 minutes travel time to the hotel.

The Oakland International Airport (OAK) is located approximately 20 miles from downtown San Francisco. Depending on traffic, please allow at least 30 minutes travel time to the hotel.

Airport Shuttle. Super Shuttle, 415-558-8500, provides door to door service, 24 hours/7 days per week. The cost is $17 one way per person from SFO and $27 one way per person from OAK. Reservations are not necessary from SFO and OAK to your arrival destination – the blue and yellow vans pick up passengers at designated locations at the Ground Transportation area. There are three stops maximum between the airport and the Stanford Court Hotel. From the hotel to the airports, advance reservations are required.

Taxi. All fares are based upon the occupancy of one to five passengers per taxi. One way: to/from SFO $45/OAK $55. It is recommended that you ask the taxi driver for a receipt.

Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). BART is a fast, convenient way to get to downtown San Francisco from SFO or OAK. BART fares are only $5.35 from SFO and $6.55 from OAK and it takes a half hour to get downtown. From SFO, take a Pittsburg/Baypoint train to Powell Street and then walk straight up Powell Street for 8 blocks or take a cable car to the hotel. From the OAK, take an AirBART shuttle to the Coliseum BART station and take a San Francisco bound train to Powell Street. For more information, visit www.bart.gov.

Rail. The California Division of Rail partners with Amtrak to provide rail service in California. For information visit: www.dot.ca.gov/rail or www.amtrak.com.

REGISTRATION SERVICES

Registration and the Book Exhibit will be located in the Stanford Ballroom Foyer. Name badges are required for entry to all meetings, exhibits, and functions. Registration hours are:

Thursday: 2:00pm – 6:00pm  Saturday: 8:00am – 6:00pm
Friday: 8:00am – 6:00pm       Sunday: 8:00am – 5:00pm

You can register for the conference online, www.sssp1.org.
Registering early saves you time and money. Attendees who miss the July 15 pre-registration deadline will be required to pay on-site registration.

BOOK EXHIBIT

The Scholar’s Choice has a long and successful history of managing academic book exhibits and we welcome them to our meeting. Any member interested in having their book displayed at the meeting should contact their publisher. Please keep in mind that the publishers pay a fee to display with The Scholar’s Choice and may not have the marketing budget necessary to honor all requests, particularly for older titles. The Scholar’s Choice asks that books be appropriate to the meeting and published recently. Reservations from the publishers will be accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. ALL requests must come from the publishers, not the author.

Therefore, please contact your publisher to confirm whether or not your book has been reserved. Debby Pitts is the contact at The Scholar’s Choice. Your publisher may reach her at djpitts@scholarschoice.com or 585-262-2048 x.108.

WELCOMING RECEPTION – OPEN TO SSSP MEMBERS

All meeting registrants are invited to the Welcoming Reception on Thursday, August 6, and celebrate the opening of the 59th Annual Meeting. This social hour kicks off at 6:00pm and provides opportunities to renew past acquaintances, chat with old friends, and find a newcomer to befriend. New members and first-time meeting attendees are particularly encouraged to come and have fun!

ACCESSIBILITY COMMITTEE

Plan to attend an informational meeting chaired by Liat Ben-Moshe for those interested in or with concerns about the inclusion of people with disabilities in SSSP on Friday, August 7 from 10:30am – 12:10pm.

OPEN DISCUSSION OF RESOLUTIONS BEING PROPOSED TO THE SSSP BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Plan to attend the public forum of discussion where proposed resolutions can be formally presented for discussion by their sponsor or a designated representative on Friday, August 7 from 12:30pm – 2:10pm. To facilitate this process, all proposed resolutions must be made available to Vice-President Cheryl Boudreaux at least two weeks prior to the meeting. All Division Chairs should plan to participate in this session or designate a proxy from their division if unable to attend. It is essential that somebody be present who can speak to the substance of the resolution being placed up for discussion. This discussion session will serve in place of the meeting of the Resolutions Committee.

At the annual business meeting, the resolutions will be presented by Vice-President Cheryl Boudreaux as a package for approval for action by the membership. If objections are raised to a resolution, that resolution can, by majority vote, be singled out and tabled for further discussion at the subsequent annual meeting.

GRADUATE STUDENT MEETING WITH THE STUDENT BOARD REPRESENTATIVES

Student Board Representatives Melanie Carlson and Antwan Jones would like to meet with all graduate students on Friday, August 7 from 6:30pm – 7:30pm. This will be an excellent opportunity for students to mingle and discuss any issues. The Graduate Student “Happy Hour” is scheduled from 7:45pm – 8:45pm. Complimentary appetizers and drinks will be provided.

SSSP DIVISION-SPONSORED RECEPTION

The Community Research and Development; Conflict, Social Action, and Change; Crime and Juvenile Delinquency; Disabilities; Educational Problems; Environment and Technology; Family; Health, Health Policy, and Health Services; Institutional Ethnography; Labor Studies; Law and Society; Poverty, Class, and Inequality; Racial and Ethnic Minorities; Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities; Sociology and Social Welfare; Sport Sociology; Teaching Social Problems and the Youth, Aging, and the Life Course divisions will be hosting a joint reception on Friday, August 7 from 6:30pm – 7:30pm.

MENTAL HEALTH DIVISION RECEPTION

The Mental Health Division will host a reception on Friday, August 7 from 6:30pm – 7:30pm.
9th ANNUAL AIDS FUNDRAISER

Plan to attend this fun event on Friday, August 7 from 9:00pm – 10:30pm. Graduate students and new members will receive complimentary admission, but everyone else is charged $15. Music will be provided by Jazz Musician Denise Fraga. A selection of tasty desserts will be available along with a cash bar. During the evening, there will be a silent and a live auction. You’ll be able to place bids on lots of great stuff.

All proceeds will benefit the Asian Pacific Islander Wellness Center whose mission is to educate, support, empower, and advocate for Asian and Pacific Islander communities – particularly those living with or at-risk for, HIV/AIDS. For more information, visit www.apiwellness.org/home.html.

BUSINESS MEETING – OPEN TO SSSP MEMBERS

Plan to attend the Business Meeting on Saturday, August 8 from 9:50am – 11:00am for an update on the status and future of SSSP. There will be an open discussion period following the meeting. The meeting will conclude with the transition of duties from President Steven E. Barkan to incoming President JoAnn L. Miller.

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS – OPEN TO SSSP MEMBERS

The Presidential Plenary featuring the formal address of President Steven E. Barkan is scheduled for Saturday, August 8 from 11:10am – 12:20pm. All members are invited to this important session.

RECEPTION HONORING DR. THOMAS C. HOOD, SSSP EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 1990-2009 AND THE AWARDS BANQUET

As you probably know, Tom Hood is retiring as Executive Officer after 19 years of wonderful service. At this reception we will honor Tom with some formal and informal remarks and generally recognize his many contributions to SSSP over the years. Plan to attend this important reception on Saturday, August 8 from 6:45pm – 7:45pm.

The awards banquet will follow the reception from 8:00pm – 10:00pm. The cost of a banquet ticket is $80. Thanks to the generosity of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Maine, a ticket will cost each attendee $68.

The buffet will feature Classic Caesar Salad; Roasted Chioagga Beets with Pt. Reyes Blue Cheese; Udon Noodles with Julienne of Cucumber, Roasted Red Peppers and Sesame Soy Dressing; Pan Seared Sea Bass on Lentils with Watercress Sauce; Whole Rosemary Chicken with Fingerling Potatoes; Wild Mushroom Risotto with Truffle Oil; Artisan Bread Presentation; Flourless Chocolate Cake; Lemon Cake with Berries; Dutch Apple Pie; Freshly Brewed Coffee and Tea. A vegan dish will be available for those who request one. A cash bar will be available.

A limited number of tickets will be sold in the registration area. Those with advance reservations will receive their ticket(s) with their name badge.

DRINKING AND DRUGS DIVISION-JOINT RECEPTION

The Drinking and Drugs Division and the ASA Alcohol, Drugs, and Tobacco Section will hold its joint reception at the Institute for Scientific Analysis at 390 4th Street on Sunday, August 9, starting at 7:00pm.

FILM EXHIBIT SCHEDULE

Saturday, August 8
The Stanford Court Hotel
Room: Nob Hill

This year’s film exhibit is organized by Program Committee member Michelle A. Harris, Northern Arizona University.

12:30pm – 2:10pm

UNNATURAL CAUSES: IS INEQUALITY MAKING US SICK?

Unnatural Causes investigates our huge and alarming socio-economic disparities in health. It suggests that there is more to our health than bad habits, health care, or unlucky genes. The social conditions to which we are born, live and work profoundly affects our well being and longevity.

Larry Adelman, creator and executive producer will introduce the film and answer questions following the screening. Adelman is co-director and head of production for California Newsreel, the country’s oldest non-profit, documentary production and distribution center.

2:30pm – 4:10pm

CLUB NATIVE

Club Native raises critical questions about belonging and idenity, the heartbreak of “marrying out” of the Mohawk Nation, and the unjust patriarchal laws that disenfranchise Native women. It is a candid and engrossing work about the pain, confusion, and frustration suffered by many First Nations women, but also a testament to the triumph of love and the resilience of the human spirit.

4:30pm – 6:10pm

TULIA, TEXAS

Through its scrupulous investigation of a landmark case, Tulia, Texas, uncovers the deep-rooted assumptions about race and crime that still permeate our society and undermines our justice system. The film convincingly shows how the “war on drugs” has become a war on due process, waged against African Americans. Today, America has the largest prison population in the world; in some states, as much as 15 percent of the black male population is incarcerated. Tulia, Texas shows one reason why.

Kelly Whalen and Cassandra Herrman, co-directors and co-producers, will introduce the film and answer questions following the screening. Kelly has produced other notable PBS documentaries such as “The Fire Next Time,” and “Not in Our Town: When Hate Happens Here,” both of which document community responses to hate, intolerance and the threat of violence.

Cassandra Herrman photographed Tulia, Texas. Cassandra’s other work includes films on immigration, juvenile justice and civil rights. She has produced numerous films for the PBS series FRONTLINE/World and her film “American Exile,” about an exiled American Black Panther leader screened at Sundance in 2002.
LISTING OF ORGANIZATIONS
MEETING IN SAN FRANCISCO

For your convenience, a listing of organizations that are meeting concurrently or around the time of the SSSP meeting is provided below.

American Sociological Association (ASA)
August 8-11
ASA Phone: 202-383-9005
Hilton San Francisco
333 O’Farrell Street, 415-771-1400
Hosting: ASA Exhibits, Registration, Bookstore, Employment Service, ASA Child Care Service, Program Sessions, and Social Events

Parc 55 Hotel
55 Cyril Magnin Street, 415-392-8000
Hosting: ASA Program Sessions and Social Events

Association for the Sociology of Religion (ASR)
August 8-10
Sir Francis Drake Hotel
450 Powell Street at Sutter, 415-392-7755

Bridging Worlds of Care
Sixth International Carework Conference
August 7, 8:30am - 5:30pm
WorkLife Law: A Center of UC Hastings College of the Law
200 McAllister Street
http://www.carework-network.org/

Critical Sociology Conference
August 10
Stanford Court Hotel
905 California Street, 415-989-3500

“The Social and Natural Limits of Globalization and the Current Conjuncture” Mini Conference
August 7
University of San Francisco
2130 Fulton Street, 415-422-6553
Co-Sponsors: The Political Economy of the World-System, the Environment and Technology, and Marxist Sociology Sections of the ASA; the Global Division of the Society for the Study of Social Problems and the journal, Critical Sociology

Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction (SSSI)
August 9-11
Villa Florence Hotel
225 Powell Street, 415-397-7700

Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS)
August 8-11
Hilton San Francisco, Rooms: Union Square 23 and 24
333 O’Farrell Street, 415-771-1400

The Sociologists’ AIDS Network Conference
“Marking 20 Years of AIDS in Sociology: Reflecting Back & Moving Forward”
August 7
San Francisco AIDS Foundation Offices
995 Market Street, Suite 220

WALKING DIRECTIONS FROM THE STANFORD COURT HOTEL TO THE ASA HOTELS

Walking directions to the Hilton:
Exit the Stanford Court Hotel and walk downhill (South) on Powell Street for 6 blocks (past Union Square). Turn right (West) on O’Farrell Street and walk one block. The Hilton is located on the corner of O’Farrell and Mason, at 333 O’Farrell Street.

Walking directions to the Parc 55 Hotel:
Exit the Stanford Court Hotel and walk downhill (South) on Powell Street for 7 blocks (past Union Square). Turn right (West) on Ellis Street and walk one short block, turning left on Cyril Magnin Street. The hotel is at 55 Cyril Magnin Street.

ANNOUNCING THE
FINALISTS for the
2008 C. WRIGHT MILLS AWARD
(in alphabetical order)

Xavier de Souza Briggs, Democracy as Problem Solving: Civic Capacity in Communities Across the Globe, MIT Press


John M. Hagedorn, A World of Gangs: Armed Young Men and Gangsta Culture, University of Minnesota Press


Martín Sánchez-Jankowski, Cracks in the Pavement: Social Change and Resilience in Poor Neighborhoods, University of California Press

The C. Wright Mills Award will be presented on Saturday, August 8 at the SSSP Awards Banquet.

C. WRIGHT MILLS AWARD COMMITTEE

Heather M. Dalmage, Chair, Roosevelt University
Debra Street, Chair-Elect, University at Buffalo, SUNY
Charles André Christie-Mizell, Kent State University
Kimberly J. Cook, University of North Carolina Wilmington
Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool
Anna M. Santiago, Wayne State University
Peter Venturelli, Valparaiso University
Johnny Williams, Trinity College
OFFICERS AND BOARD OF DIRECTORS

President: Steven E. Barkan, University of Maine; President-Elect: JoAnn L. Miller, Purdue University; Past-President: Nancy A. Naptes, University of Connecticut; Vice-President: Cheryl Boudreaux, Grand Valley State University; Vice-President-Elect: PJ McGann, University of Michigan; Secretary: Martha A. Hargraves; Treasurer: David R. Rudy, Morehead State University; Executive Officer: Thomas C. Hood, University of Tennessee; Executive Officer & Meeting Manager: Michele Koontz, University of Tennessee

Other Members of the Board of Directors: John F. Galliher, University of Missouri, Columbia (2006-2009); Michelle Y. Janning, Whitman College (2006-2009); Carolyn C. Perrucci, Purdue University (2006-2009); Luis Fernandez, Northern Arizona University (2007-2010); Alison Griffith, York University (2007-2010); Carol Brooks Gardner, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis (2008-2011); Raymond J. Michalowski, Northern Arizona University (2008-2011); Melanie Carlson, The College of Mt. St. Josephs (Student Member, 2007-2009); Antwan Jones, Bowling Green State University (Student Member, 2008-2010); Nancy Mezey, Monmouth University (Chairperson, Council of the Special Problems Divisions, 2006-2009); Ted Chiricos, Florida State University (Editor, Social Problems, Non-Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2011); Ken Kyle, California State University, East Bay (Editor, Social Problems Forum: The SSSP Newsletter, Non-Voting, Ex-Officio, 2005-2011)

ELECTED COMMITTEES

Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee: Frances G. Pestello, University of Dayton (Chair, 2006-2009); Anna M. Santiago, Wayne State University (2007-2010); Stephani Williams, Northern Arizona University (2008-2011); David R. Rudy, Morehead State University (Treasurer, Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2009); Susan M. Carlson, Western Michigan University (Investment Advisor, Non-Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2009)

Committee on Committees: Lloyd Klein, St. Francis College (Chair, 2007-2010); Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool (2006-2009); Paul D. Steele, Morehead State University (2007-2009); Shari Dworkin, University of California, San Francisco (2007-2010); Paul C. Luken, University of West Georgia (2008-2011); Debra A. Paterniti, University of California, Davis (2008-2011)

Editorial and Publications Committee: James A. Holstein, Marquette University (Chair, 2006-2009); Suzanne Vaughan, Arizona State University (2006-2009); Lora Bex Lempert, University of Michigan, Dearborn (2007-2010); Barbara Katz Rothman, City University of New York (2007-2010); Benigno E. Aguirre, University of Delaware (2008-2011); Claire M. Renzetti, University of Dayton (2008-2011); Ted Chiricos, Florida State University (Editor, Social Problems, Non-Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2011); Ken Kyle, California State University, East Bay (Editor, Social Problems Forum: The SSSP Newsletter, Non-Voting, Ex-Officio, 2005-2011); Frances G. Pestello, University of Dayton (Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee Chair, Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2009); Amy S. Wharton, Washington State University (Outgoing Editor, Social Problems, Voting, Ex-Officio, 2008-2011)


APPOINTED COMMITTEES

Accessibility Committee: Liat Ben-Moshe, Syracuse University (Chair); Kathleen Lowney, Valdosta State University (Chair-Elect); Suzanne Goodney Lea, Trinity University

By-Laws Committee: Gary Alan Fine, Northwestern University (Chair); Thomas C. Hood, University of Tennessee

C. Wright Mills Award Committee: Heather Dalmage, Roosevelt University (Chair); Debra Street, University at Buffalo, SUNY (Chair-Elect); Charles André Christie-Mizell, Kent State University; Kimberly J. Cook, University of North Carolina Wilmington; Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool; Anna M. Santiago, Wayne State University; Peter Venturelli, Valparaiso University; Johnny Williams, Trinity College

Elections Committee: Patrick G. Donnelly, University of Dayton (Chair); André Christie-Mizell, Kent State University; Arthur Jipson, University of Dayton; Stephen Lippmann, Miami University

Erwin O. Smigel Award Committee: PJ McGann, University of Michigan (Chair); Julie Mikles Schluter, Arkansas Tech University (Chair-Elect); Kamini Maraj Grahame, Penn State University

Joseph B. Gitterl Committee: Thomas C. Hood, University of Tennessee (Chair); Joel Best, University of Delaware; Florence B. Bonner, Howard University; Terrell A. Hayes, High Point University; Kirsten Hunt, Columbia University; Sally Ramage, Institute of Justice; Barbara Katz Rothman, City University of New York

Lee Founders Award Committee: Carolyn C. Perrucci, Purdue University (Chair); Claire M. Renzetti, University of Dayton (Chair-Elect); John R. Cross, Oklahoma State University; Ranjan Datta, Monmouth University; Corey Dolgon, Worcester State College; Don Drennon Gala; Daniel Egan, University of Massachusetts Lowell; Kamini Maraj Grahame, Penn State University; Nancy Kleniewski, State University College at Oneonta
Lee Scholar-Activist Support Fund Committee: Lisa Anne Zilney, Montclair State University (Chair); Richard A. Dello Buono, New College of Florida (Chair-Elect); Kathleen Asbury, Community College of Philadelphia, Rutgers University

Lee Student Support Fund Committee: Phoebe Morgan, Northern Arizona University (Chair); Tracy Dietz, University of Central Florida (Chair-Elect); Jennifer M. Santos-Hernández, University of Delaware

Local Arrangements Committee: Rebecca Ancheta, City College of San Francisco (Chair); Kimberly Richman, University of San Francisco

Membership Committee: Jean Elson, University of New Hampshire (Chair); Aimee Van Wagenen, The Fenway Institute (Chair-Elect); International: Zelalem Gebreeziabher


Program Committee: A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College (Chair); Mitch Berbrier, University of Alabama Huntsville; Hoan N. Bu, University of Tennessee; Otis B. Grant, Indiana University South Bend; Michelle A. Harris, Northern Arizona University; Karen M. McCormack, Wheaton College

Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Committee: Adriana Bohn, Delaware County Community College (Chair); Sandra L. Barnes, Vanderbilt University (Chair-Elect); Suzanne Goodney Lea, Trinity University; Isabel Martinez, Teachers College, Columbia University; David Rangel, University of Wisconsin, Madison; Boris E. Ricks, California State University, Northridge; Mangala Subramaniam, Purdue University

Social Action and Social Action Award Committee: Kimberly Richman, University of San Francisco (Co-Chair); Wendy Simonds, Georgia State University (Co-Chair and Chair-Elect); Stacy L. Burns, Loyola Marymount University; Airin D. Martinez, University of California, San Francisco; Stephen J. Morewitz, Stephen Morewitz, Ph.D. & Associates; Christine Oh, University of California, Los Angeles; Cynthia Siensmis, California State University, Chico; Kristin J. Wilson, Georgia State University

Standards and Freedom of Research, Publication, and Teaching Committee: Robert Perrucci, Purdue University (Chair, 2006-2009); Anna Guevarra, University of Illinois at Chicago (2006-2009); David A. Smith, University of California, Irvine (2006-2009); Marta Maldonado, Iowa State University (2007-2010); Junior Hopwood, Howard University (2008-2011); Christine Oh, University of California, Los Angeles (2008-2011)

Advisory Editors: Kenneth (Andy) Andrews, University of North Carolina; Elizabeth Armstrong, Indiana University; Kelle Barrick, Research Triangle Institute; Tim Bartley, Indiana University; Eric Baumer, Florida State University; Kraig Beyerlein, University of Arizona; Mary Blair-Loy, University of California, San Diego; Stephanie Bontrager, Justice Research Center; Sarah Britto, Central Washington University; Michelle Budig, University of Massachusetts; Penny Edgell, University of Minnesota; Rachel L. Einwohner, Purdue University; Rebecca J. Erickson, University of Akron; Dana R. Fisher, Columbia University; Tyrone A. Forman, Emory University; Samantha Friedman, SUNY Albany; Charles A. Gallagher, Georgia State University; John Hagan, Northwestern University; Ann Hironaka, University of California, Irvine; Kathleen Hull, University of Minnesota; John Iceland, Pennsylvania State University; Larry Isaac, Vanderbilt University; Pei-Chia Lan, National Taiwan University; Lisa M. Martinez, University of Denver; Monica McDermott, Stanford University; Dario Melossi, Universita di Bologna; Joya Misra, University of Massachusetts; Dina Okamoto, University of California, Davis; Irene Padavic, Florida State University; Ray Paternoster, University of Maryland; Becky Petit, University of Washington; Jill Quadango, Florida State University; Lincoln Quillian, Northwestern University; Deane Rohlinger, Florida State University; Louise Roth, University of Arizona; Deidre Royster, The College of William & Mary; Jason Schnittker, University of Pennsylvania; Moshe Semyonov, Tel Aviv University; Tara Shelley, Colorado State University; Eric Silver, Pennsylvania State University; Mario Small, University of Chicago; Bruce Western, Harvard University; George Wilson, University of Miami

AD HOC COMMITTEE

International Fellowship Committee: Alison Griffith, York University (Co-Chair); Thomas C. Hood, University of Tennessee (Co-Chair); Shirley A. Jackson, Southern Connecticut State University; Ligaya Lindio McGovern, Indiana University Kokomo

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

Executive Officer: Thomas C. Hood
Administrative Officer & Meeting Manager: Michele Koontz
Administrative Assistant & Webmaster: Sharon Shumaker

Graduate Research Associate: Sarah Hendricks
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Health, Health Policy , and Health Services.................6, 22, 33, 43, 49, 50, 59, 69, 85, 91, 104, 109, 113, 124, 126, 127, 130

Institutional Ethnography........................................................................................................................ 1, 10, 34, 43, 75, 98, 131

Labor Studies....................................................................................................................................................................44, 50, 66

Law and Society ..................................................................................................................................................................3, 7, 30, 51, 63, 74, 83, 88, 93, 107

Mental Health..............................................................................................................................................................16, 38, 49, 104, 117

Poverty, Class, and Inequality...........................................................................................................................7, 13, 14, 21, 32, 52, 57, 84, 87, 112, 132

Program Committee ..........7, 8, 29, 39, 41, 42, 54, 55, 58, 60, 61, 64, 65, 68, 70, 77, 79, 82, 90, 93, 100, 106, 110, 116

Racial and Ethnic Minorities ...........................................................................................................................6, 7, 21, 36, 84, 92, 93, 96, 102, 111, 122, 127, 133

Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities ......................................................................................27, 37, 47, 81, 89, 99, 120

Social Problems Theory..................................................................................................................................................28, 71, 80, 109, 122, 128

Sociology and Social Welfare.................................................................................................................. 19, 31

Sport Sociology .............................................................................................................................................................. 9, 125

Teaching Social Problems.......................................................................................................................... 7, 11, 21, 62, 73, 93, 118

## COMMITTEE MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committee &amp; Division</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors Breakfast, 2009-10</td>
<td>Sunday 8:00am - 8:30am</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors Dinner, 2008-09</td>
<td>Thursday 7:30pm - 9:30pm</td>
<td>SCH-Fournou’s Oven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors Meeting, 2008-09</td>
<td>Thursday 1:45pm - 5:45pm</td>
<td>SCH-Rincon Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors Meeting, 2009-10</td>
<td>Friday 4:15pm - 6:15pm</td>
<td>SCH-Rincon Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Directors Meeting, 2009-10</td>
<td>Sunday 8:30am - 12:00pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Thursday 11:00am - 1:30pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Wright Mills Award Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee on Committees, 2008-09 &amp; 2009-10</td>
<td>Saturday 9:50am - 11:00am</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Division Chairpersons and Program Committee, 2009-10</td>
<td>Saturday 2:30pm - 4:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Division Chairpersons, 2008-09 (1st Meeting-Nominating Committee)</td>
<td>Friday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Council of Division Chairpersons, 2009-10 (2nd Meeting-Nominating Committee)</td>
<td>Saturday 2:30pm - 4:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial and Publications Committee, 2008-09 &amp; 2009-10</td>
<td>Friday 8:30am - 10:10am</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial Board Luncheon, 2008-09</td>
<td>Sunday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Aureau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erwin O. Smigel Award Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Friday 6:30pm - 7:30pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Student Meeting with Student Board Representatives</td>
<td>Saturday 8:00am - 9:40am</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Fellowship Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Friday 2:30pm - 4:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph B. Gittler Award Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Founders Award Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Scholar-Activist Support Fund Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Student Support Fund Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Arrangements Committee, 2008-09 &amp; 2009-10</td>
<td>Saturday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Friday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Discussion of Resolutions Proposed to the Board of Directors</td>
<td>Friday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Organization and Strategic Planning Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>Sunday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Telegraph Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Committee, 2008-09 &amp; 2009-10 (Closed Meeting)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Action and Social Action Award Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSSP Business Meeting, 2008-09 (open to SSSP members)</td>
<td>Saturday 9:50am - 11:00am</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards and Freedom of Research, Publication, and Teaching Committee, 2008-09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DIVISIONAL MEETINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Day &amp; Time</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community Research and Development</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict, Social Action, and Change</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime and Juvenile Delinquency</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disabilities</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinking and Drugs</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Problems</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment and Technology</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health, Health Policy, and Health Services</td>
<td>Saturday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Ethnography</td>
<td>Saturday 12:30pm - 2:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor Studies</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law and Society</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Health</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty, Class, and Inequality</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racial and Ethnic Minorities</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Problems Theory</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology and Social Welfare</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport Sociology</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Social Problems</td>
<td>Friday 4:30pm - 6:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth, Aging, and the Life Course</td>
<td>Friday 10:30am - 12:10pm</td>
<td>SCH-Stanford West</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLENARY SESSIONS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
9:50am – 11:00am
Session 54: SSSP Business Meeting (open to SSSP members)

11:10am – 12:20pm
Session 55: Presidential Address (open to SSSP members)

THEMATIC SESSIONS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
8:30am – 10:10am
Session 1: Immigration and Racialization: Institutional Ethnographic Studies

12:30pm – 2:10pm
Session 19: The Declining Significance of Race Revisited
Session 20: Race and Families
Session 22: Implicit/Explicit Racism: The Role of Institutions in Health (Care) Disparities
Session 24: Race, Gender and the Body Politic
Session 28: The Problem of New Racisms: Theorizing the Changing Nature of Racism

2:30pm – 4:10pm
Session 29: Race and the 2008 Presidential Election
Session 31: Welfare Reform: Does Race Matter?
Session 33: Theorizing Community-Level Interventions: Towards Eliminating Racial Inequalities in Health

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
8:00am – 9:40am
Session 48: Crime and the Color Line
Session 51: Race, Policing, and Law

2:30pm – 4:10pm
Session 67: The Intersections of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, and Disability
Session 76: Drug Abuse: Race, Ethnicity, and the Problem of the Color Line

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
8:30am – 10:10am
Session 86: Immigrant Enclaves and Residential Segregation
Session 92: Representations of Race in the Media- I
Session 94: Global Dynamics in the Pacific Rim

10:30am – 12:10pm
Session 96: Community-based Efforts Targeting Racial and Ethnic Inequities and Disadvantages
Session 102: Representations of Race in the Media- II
Session 103: Teaching About Race in the Color-blind Era

2:30pm – 4:10pm

4:30pm – 6:10pm
Session 127: Environmental Racism and Community
Session 133: Families on the Color-Line

SPECIAL SESSIONS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
12:30pm – 2:10pm
Session 23: Open Discussion of Resolutions Being Proposed to the Board of Directors

4:30pm – 6:10pm
Session 42: Student Award Winning Papers I

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
12:30pm – 2:10pm
Session 60: Getting Published in Social Problems
Session 61: Student Award Winning Papers II

4:30pm – 6:10pm
Session 79: Spotlight on the SSSP Social Action Award Winner

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
12:30pm – 2:10pm
Session 110: Student Award Winning Papers III

RECEPTIONS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6
6:00pm – 7:00pm
Welcoming Reception ~ Room: SCH: Nob Hill

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7
6:30pm – 7:30pm
Division-Sponsored Reception ~ Room: SCH: Nob Hill
Mental Health Division Reception ~ Room: SCH: Aureau Sofa Area

7:45pm – 8:45pm
Graduate Student “Happy Hour” ~ Room: SCH: Aureau Sofa Area

9:00pm – 10:30pm
9th Annual AIDS Fundraiser ~ Room: SCH: California Suite

SATURDAY, AUGUST 8
6:45pm – 7:45pm
Reception Honoring Thomas C. Hood, SSSP Executive Officer, 1990-2009 ~ Room: SCH: California Suite

8:00pm – 10:00pm
SSSP Awards Banquet ~ Room: SCH: Stanford Ballroom

SUNDAY, AUGUST 9
7:00pm
Drinking and Drugs Division Reception ~ Location: Institute for Scientific Analysis, 390 4th Street
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM SCHEDULE

All sessions, committee meetings and special events will be held at the Stanford Court Hotel (SCH); previously several sessions were to be held at the University Club.

The length of each session/meeting activity is 1 hour and 40 minutes unless noted otherwise. Session presiders and committee chairs are requested to see that sessions/meetings end on time to avoid conflicts with subsequent activities scheduled in the same room and to allow participants time to transit to the next session/meeting.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 6

11:00am – 1:30pm    Meeting
Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee, 2008-09
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

1:45pm – 5:45pm    Meeting
Board of Directors Meeting, 2008-09
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

6:00pm – 7:00pm    Welcoming Reception
Welcoming Reception (Open to SSSP members)
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

7:30pm – 9:30pm    Dinner
Board of Directors Dinner, 2008-09
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

FRIDAY, AUGUST 7

8:30am – 10:10am    Meetings
C. Wright Mills Award Committee, 2008-09
CANCELLED
Editorial and Publications Committee, 2008-09 & 2009-10
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill
Erwin O. Smigel Award Committee, 2008-09
CANCELLED
Lee Student Support Fund Committee, 2008-09
CANCELLED
Standards and Freedom of Research, Publication, and Teaching Committee, 2008-09
CANCELLED

8:30am – 10:10am    Sessions
THEMATIC

Session 1: Immigration and Racialization: Institutional Ethnographic Studies
Room: SCH-California Blue

Sponsor: Institutional Ethnography
Organizer: Hongxia Shan, OISE, University of Toronto
Presider: Bonnie Slade, York University
Discussant: Roxana Ng, OISE, University of Toronto

Session 2: Surveillance, Policing, and Social Control
Room: SCH-California Gold

Sponsor: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency

Organizer: Presider & Discussant: Luis Fernandez, Northern Arizona University

Papers:

“Possibilities and Limitations of Consent Decrees in Promoting Race and Gender Equality in the Workplace,” Cynthia Deitch, George Washington University and Ariane Hegewisch, Institute for Women’s Policy Research

“The Discipline of Difference: Ethnolinguistic Heterogeneity and Corporal Punishment,” Matthew Pate, State University of New York at Albany and Laurie Gould, University of Texas at Arlington

“Beyond the Hold of Death: The Issues and Concerns of Women Formerly on Death Row in the Philippines,” Diana Veloso, University of the Philippines Diliman

“Race, Identity Politics, and a Native American Social Movement That Could Have Been,” DaShanne Stokes, University of Pittsburgh
**Session 4: Just Sustainabilities in the Urban Landscape**  
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill  

**Sponsor:** Environment and Technology  

**Organizer & Presider:** Steven R. Lang, LaGuardia College at CUNY  

**Papers:**  
- “Class, Migration and Urban Environmental Inequality: Does China Require Different Theory from that Developed for the U.S. Case?” Ethan Schoolman, Sociology Dept., University of Michigan  
- “Informality and Autonomy in the Slums of the Developing World,” Jayne Grigorovich, University of Toronto  
- “Mapping New Urbanism on a University Campus in a Disaster Prone Region: a Service Learning Approach,” David Gray, Tulane University, Mariah Harrison, Center for Public Service, Tulane University, Elizabeth Duve, Office of Environmental Affairs, Tulane University and Ricardo B. Duque, Sociology, Tulane University  
- “Striving For Just Sustainability on the New York City Waterfront,” Steven R. Lang, LaGuardia College at CUNY  

---  

**Session 5: Impact of Globalization on Communities in Less Developed and Developed Nations**  
Room: SCH-Russian Hill  

**Sponsors:** Community Research and Development Global  

**Organizer & Presider:** Debarashmi Mitra, Delta State University  

**Papers:**  
- “Globalization, State, and Community Resistances: Water Rights in India,” Mangala Subramaniam, Jaclyn Tabor and Christopher Malackany, Purdue University  
- “A Different Perspective on Nations Within Nations: Immigration and Population Policies in Kuwait and Bahrain,” Connie L. McNeely, George Mason University and Mohammad Al-fahad, Kuwait University  
- “Understanding Racial Reconciliation from a Global Perspective: Tourism and Race in America’s Periphery,” Alan Barton, Delta State University  
- “Managing Purity, Maintaining Moral Boundaries: Distinction, Deference, and Social Change in Modern India,” Patrick Inglis, CUNY Graduate Center  

---  

**Session 6: Race, Ethnicity, Migration and Health**  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  

**Sponsors:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Racial and Ethnic Minorities  

**Organizers:** Edna Viruell-Fuentes, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Emily S. Ihara, George Mason University  

---  

**Session 7: Teaching About Human Rights**  
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven  

**Sponsors:** Educational Problems Global Law and Society Poverty, Class, and Inequality Program Committee Racial and Ethnic Minorities Teaching Social Problems  

**Organizer & Presider:** Otis B. Grant, Indiana University South Bend  

**Papers:**  
- “’And Roma were Victims, too.’ The Roma Genocide and Holocaust Education in Romania,” Michelle Kelso, University of Michigan  
- “Multiculturalism as a New Ideology: The Race and Ethnic Representation in Japan’s Junior High Schools’ English Language Textbooks between 1980s to the Present,” Mieko Yamada, Indiana University Purdue University Fort Wayne  
- “Mystifications in the Construction, Appropriation, and Teaching of Human Rights,” Stephen Adair, Central Connecticut State University  
- “Using the right to health as a framework for fostering integrative learning: Lessons from teaching issues in health and illness,” Alex Otieno, Arcadia University
**Session 8:** Disasters and Social Justice  
Room: SCH #208  
**Sponsor:** Program Committee  
**Organizer:** Bethany L. Brown, University of Delaware  
**Papers:**  
- “Exploring Differences and Similarities in the Content of Reports on Hurricane Andrew in Five Print Media Sources,” Reigan Minchey and Thomas Hood, University of Tennessee  
- “Rising from the Ashes: Organizational Response, Recovery and Transformation of a Battered Women’s Shelter After Hurricane Katrina,” Bethany L. Brown, University of Delaware  
- “Security Theater: The TSA’s Performance of Security in the War on Terror,” Matt Cousineau, Northern Illinois University  
- “Vaccine skeptics, social justice, and perceptions of the public good,” Jennifer Ashlock, College of Notre Dame of Maryland

**Session 9:** Social Problems in Sports?  
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge  
**Sponsor:** Sport Sociology  
**Organizers:** Kathleen Asbury, Community College of Philadelphia, Rutgers University  
Stephani Williams, Northern Arizona University  
**Presider:** Kathleen Asbury, Community College of Philadelphia, Rutgers University  
**Papers:**  
- “Race, Ethnicity, Interscholastic Sports Involvement, and School Punishment,” Anthony Peguero, Miami University, T. Lorraine Latimore, University of Oklahoma and Ann Marie Popp, Duquesne University  
- “‘Now’s When we Throw them Under the Bus’: A Study of Sports Journalism,” Ophir Sefiha, Arizona State University  
- “From Lifestyle to Livelihood: The Impact of Commercialization and Professionalization on a Local BMX Scene,” Ugo Corte, Department of Sociology, Uppsala University and Bob Edwards, Department of Sociology, East Carolina University  

**Session 10:** Discovering, Developing, and Rethinking Problematics in Institutional Ethnographies  
Room: SCH-California Blue  
**Sponsor:** Institutional Ethnography  
**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Peter R. Grahame, Pennsylvania State University – Schuylkill  
**Papers:**  
- “Regional Economic Development and the Quest to ‘Retain Young Workers’: Uncovering a Problematic through Discussions with First Generation College Students,” Emily Porschitz, University of Massachusetts Amherst  
- “The Starting Place Question,” Liza McCoy, University of Calgary  
- “Human Subjects Review: An Institutional Ethnography Critique,” Paul Luken, University of West Georgia and Suzanne Vaughan, Arizona State University

**Session 11:** Reflections on the First Year of Teaching: Lessons Learned  
Room: SCH-California Gold  
**Sponsor:** Teaching Social Problems  
**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Kris Macomber, North Carolina State University  
**Panelists:**  
Christopher R. Freed, University of South Alabama  
Kendra J. Jason, North Carolina State University  
Rachael Neal, Coe College
**FRIDAY, AUGUST 7**

**Session 12:** The Role of Ideology and the Media in Escalating Social Conflict  
Room: SCH-Nob Hill  

**Sponsor:** Conflict, Social Action, and Change  

**Organizer & Presider:** Suzanne B. Kurth, University of Tennessee  

**Papers:**  
- “Public Perceptions about Japan in China and South Korea: How much do Chinese and Korean people dislike Japan?” Daisuke Ito, Georgia State University  
- “The Challenge from Ethnic Diversity in a Nordic Welfare State Context,” Camilla Nordberg, University of Helsinki, Swedish School of Social Science  
- “On the Violence Question: Conditions Shaping Public Framing and Intra-Movement Narratives,” Darcy Leach, Bradley University and Sebastian Haunss, University of Konstanz  

**Session 13:** Families in Poverty  
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill  

**Sponsors:** Family, Poverty, Class, and Inequality  

**Organizer & Presider:** Mary Ann Kanieski, Saint Mary’s College  

**Papers:**  
- “Voices of American Poverty,” Alfred Joseph, Miami University and Anne Broussard, University of New Hampshire  
- “Childhood Nexus: Early Experiences in the Lives of Florida’s Homeless Women,” Jennifer K. Wesely, University of North Florida  

**Session 14:** Alternative Economic Systems: Breaking the Barriers of “Free Market” Capitalism  
Room: SCH-Russian Hill  

**Sponsor:** Poverty, Class, and Inequality  

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** John C. Alessio, Minnesota State University, Mankato  

**Papers:**  
- “The Myth of the Invisible Hand: Values and Planning for a Sane World,” John C. Alessio, Minnesota State University, Mankato  
- “Economic Discourse: Critique as a Method to ‘Derealize’ in Search of Alternatives,” William Wagner, Minnesota State University, Mankato  
- “Change by Necessity: Ecological Limits to Capitalism and the Transition to an Environmentally Sustainable Economy,” Luiz C. Barbosa, San Francisco State University  

**Session 15:** Emerging Patterns of Substance Abuse  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  

**Sponsor:** Drinking and Drugs  

**Organizer & Presider:** Brian C. Kelly, Purdue University  

**Papers:**  
- “Tuned Out or Tuned In: A Global Perspective on the Dance Drug Scene,” Karen Joe Laidler, University of Hong Kong, Geoffrey Hunt and Molly Moloney, Institute for Scientific Analysis  
- “Combining Pills and Cocaine: Pharmaceutical and Street Drug Use,” Sheigla Murphy and Paloma Sales, Institute for Scientific Analysis  
- “Drug Market Stages during and following disasters,” Bruce D. Johnson, Eloise Dunlap and Nelson Tiburcio, National Development and Research Institutes and Robert Twiggs, Fordham University Graduate School of Social Service  
- “Fumando La Piedra: Emerging Patterns of Crack Use among Hispanic Immigrant Day Laborers in New Orleans,” Alice Cepeda and Avelardo Valdez, University of Houston  
- “Thizzin’—Ecstasy use contexts and emergent social meanings,” Juliet Lee, Brian Soller and Robynn Battle, Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation, Prevention Research Center and Naomi Brandes, Superior Court of California, County of Alameda  

**Session 16:** Social Embeddedness and Mental Health  
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven  

**Sponsor:** Mental Health  

**Organizer & Presider:** Donald A. Lloyd, Florida State University  

**Papers:**  
- “Extracurricular Activity Involvement and Adolescent Self-Esteem Trajectories,” Kellie Hagewen and Lisa Kort-Butler, University of Nebraska - Lincoln  
- “Disability’s link with depression through pathways of social relationship,” Donald A. Lloyd, Florida State University  
- “Family, Friends, and Mental Health: An Examination of Some Unexpected Consequences,” Michael Hughes and K. Jill Kiecolt, Virginia Tech and Walter R. Gove, Vanderbilt University
**Session 16, continued**

“The Effects of Perceived Gender-, Race/Ethnicity-, and Welfare-Related Discrimination in Hiring and Firing on Depression among Low-Income Women,” Tre Wentling and Andrew London, Syracuse University

“The Effects of Neighborhood Activism on Depression: Mastery as Empowerment,” Megan E. Gilster, University of Michigan

**12:30pm – 2:10pm  Meetings**

**Council of Division Chairpersons, 2008-09 (1st Meeting-Nominating Committee)**
Room: SCH-Stanford West

**Permanent Organization Committee, 2008-09**
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

**12:30pm – 2:10pm  Sessions**

**Session 17:** Disability Activism and Policy
Room: SCH-California Blue

**Sponsor:** Disabilities

**Organizer:** Marlene Chait, The George Washington University

**Presider & Discussant:** Timothy Lillie, The University of Akron

**Papers:**

“Activist Narratives for Policy Change: Disability Advocacy and Civic Engagement,” Linda Morrison, Duquesne University

“Autism Foundations as Moral Entrepreneurs: The Social Problem of Autism,” Kate Jenkins, CUNY Graduate Center

“Getting disability policy changed inside one University: Points of conflict between needs and governance,” Timothy Lillie, Associate Professor, Department of Curricular and Instructional Studies, The University of Akron

**Session 18:** Race and Social Control
Room: SCH-California Gold

**Sponsor:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency

**Organizer:** Luis Fernandez, Northern Arizona University

**Presider:** Anthony J. Nocella, II, Syracuse University

**Papers:**

“Immigration Status and Criminal Justice Outcomes,” Hoan N. Bui, Joongbaek Kim and Robert Keeton, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

“The Control of Black and Latino Youth in a Los Angeles Neighborhood,” Ana Muniz, University of California, Los Angeles

“The Media and Sequestration,” David McCanna, University of California Riverside

**THEMATIC Session 19:** The Declining Significance of Race Revisited
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

**Sponsor:** Sociology and Social Welfare

**Session 20:** Race and Families
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

**Sponsor:** Family

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Michelle Y. Janning, Whitman College

**Papers:**

“Black Mother-Daughter Narratives about Sexuality: The Influence of Black Religious Symbolism on Attitudes and Behavior,” Sandra L. Barnes, Vanderbilt University and Robert Peterson, Case Western Reserve University

“‘It’s not just about the food’: Jewish American and Asian American Marriages,” Helen Kim and Noah Leavitt, Whitman College

“What happens when family resources are across the border? An exploratory study on kinship placement with Mexican immigrant families in South Texas,” Jodi Berger Cardoso, University of Texas at Austin, School of Social Work, Rebecca Gomez and Yolanda C. Padilla, University of Texas at Austin

“Social Stratification and Mom’s Networks,” Michelle Y. Janning and Laura Gibson, Whitman College

**Session 21:** Current Challenges in Teaching about Inequality Along the Color Line and Beyond
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

**Sponsors:** Poverty, Class, and Inequality
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Teaching Social Problems

**Organizer & Presider:** Amanda Gengler, Barton College

**Papers:**

“Teaching about Inequality: Challenges, Strategies, and Visions,” Shobha Hamal Gurung, Southern Utah University
“Rude Awakenings: Student Resistance and Receptivity in the Critical Classroom,” Amanda Gengler, Barton College

“Invisible and Forgotten?: Teaching About Inequalities Afflicting Native Americans,” Orsolya Kolozsvari-Wright and Saori Yasumoto, Georgia State University


“Teaching Intersectionality in the Social Inequality Classroom,” Christina Weber, North Dakota State University

**THEMATIC Session 22: Implicit/Explicit Racism: The Role of Institutions in Health (Care) Disparities**

*Room: SCH-Stanford East*

**Sponsor:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

**Organizers:** Abigail Sewell, Indiana University, Bloomington
Debora A. Paterniti, University of California, Davis

**Presider:** Abigail Sewell, Indiana University, Bloomington

**Discussant:** Debora A. Paterniti, University of California, Davis

**Description:**

This session seeks to bring together a variety of methodological and theoretical approaches to understanding the mechanisms by which the structure and culture of institutions contribute to health and health care disparities. National and international, macro and micro, and quantitative and qualitative approaches will be explored to define how implicit and explicit structural biases across social, political, and economic institutions inform racial disparities within medicine.

**Papers:**

“National Black Political Leadership and Racial Variation in Health Status: The Obama Test,” Jennifer Malat, Department of Sociology and Jeffrey Timberlake, University of Cincinnati

“Color Blind in Cuba: Assessing a Non-discriminatory Policy in Health Care,” Susan Mason, Wurzweiler School of Social Work/Yeshiva University

“A Barometer of Distrust: Uncertainty, Structural Shocks, and the Cultural Remnants of Medical Racism,” Abigail Sewell, Indiana University, Bloomington

**SPECIAL Session 23: Open Discussion of Resolutions Being Proposed to the Board of Directors**

*Room: SCH-Stanford West*

**Sponsor:** Council of Special Problems Division Chairpersons

**Organizer & Presider:** Cheryl A. Boudreaux, Grand Valley State University

**Description:**

Plan to attend the public forum of discussion where resolutions can be formally presented for discussion by their sponsor or a designated representative. To facilitate this process, all proposed resolutions must be made available to Vice-President Cheryl Boudreaux at least two weeks prior to the meeting. All Division Chairs should plan to participate in this session or designate a proxy from their division if unable to attend. It is essential that someone be present who can speak to the substance of the resolution being placed up for discussion. This discussion session will serve in place of the meeting of the Resolutions Committee. At the annual business meeting, the resolutions will be presented by Vice-President Cheryl Boudreaux as a package for approval for action by the membership. If objections are raised to a resolution, that resolution can, by majority vote, be singled out and tabled for further discussion at the subsequent annual meeting.

**THEMATIC Session 24: Race, Gender and the Body Politic**

*Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven*

**Sponsor:** Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

**Organizer:** Leslie Elrod, University of Cincinnati RWC

**Presider:** hari bastas, University of Cincinnati

**Papers:**


“Cultural Food Colonialism: Consuming the Other or Cooking Up Curiosity?” Melinda Mills, Georgia State University

“The lived female body: Sport and physical activity contribute to a positive self-concept,” Giovanna Follo, Emporia State University

“The Splitting of Girls’ Body Politic,” hari bastas, University of Cincinnati

“Social Consequences of Prejudice Toward Obese and Overweight Latino/a Children and Their Families,” Gloria Martinez, Texas State University-San Marcos

**Session 25: Issues in Environmental Sociology**

*Room: SCH #208*

**Sponsor:** Environment and Technology

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Tamara Mix, Oklahoma State University

**Papers:**

“‘Raptor-matics’ or Clean Energy: An Assessment of the Debates of Wind Power in the U.S.,” Michael Mascarenhas, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

“Al Gore’s ‘Army’: The Strategic Use of Narrative in the Climate Protection Movement,” Stephan Groschwitz, University of Cincinnati

“Environmental Injustice across the U.S.: The Relationship between Landfill Sites and The Communities Surrounding the Sites,” Emily Wood and Joyce Joyce, St. Bonaventure University

“Zoning and Local Land Use Regulation,” Jennifer Girouard, Brandeis University
Session 26: Neoliberalism, Global Inequality, and Resistance  
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors: Global Marxist Section-ASA

Organizers: David A. Smith, University of California Irvine  
Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee

Presider: Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee

Discussant: David A. Smith, University of California Irvine

Papers:

“Field Theory and the Study of Antisweatshop Campaigns,” Marcos Ancelovici, McGill University


“Strategizing Against Sweatshops: Ideology, Strategic Models and Innovation in US Anti-Sweatshop Movement,” Matthew Williams, Boston College

Session 27: Sex in the City: Sex Workers and the Unionization of their Labor
Room: SCH #719

Sponsors: Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities  
Sociologists for Women in Society

Organizers: Elizabeth A. Sternke, Purdue University  
Jodie Lawston, California State University, San Marcos  
Tricia McTague, North Carolina State University

Presider: Jodie Lawston, California State University, San Marcos

Papers:

“Being a Lusty: Reflections on Work at the Lusty Lady Theatre,” Danielle Hidalgo, UC Santa Barbara

“Organizing for Proposition K,” Violet Palmer, Yes on Prop K

“Sex Workers Organizing into the 21st Century,” Carol Leigh, Bayswan.org

Session 28: The Problem of New Racisms: Theorizing the Changing Nature of Racism  
Room: SCH #855

Sponsor: Social Problems Theory

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Tim J. Berard, Kent State University

Papers:

“Racism vs. Racism,” Mitch Berbrier, University of Alabama in Huntsville

“Intergenerational Racism and Resistance: Longshoremen in Southern California,” Jake B. Wilson, California State University, Long Beach

“Ratifying, Refocusing, and Reconciling Events in Wrongful Conviction Discourse,” Nathan Shippee, Fulbright Program in Ukraine


“Towards Abolishing the Death Penalty,” Robert Aponte and Kendol Samuel, Indiana University-Indianapolis (IUPUI)
THEMATIC Session 31: Welfare Reform: Does Race Matter?
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

Sponsor: Sociology and Social Welfare
Organizer: Luisa S. Deprez, University of Southern Maine
Presider & Discussant: Richard K. Caputo, Yeshiva University, Wilf Campus

Description:
This session seeks to address how welfare policy research can, and must, attend to race, elucidating how a new version of welfare research—one that places race and welfare in historical context; reveals its complexity in its intersection with gender, place, age; makes explicit links between racial inequality and welfare policy and the labor market; and exposes the role of race as a social construction—is needed. In doing so, such research will contribute to an understanding of how the policies of welfare reform continue to reproduce racial disadvantage and inequality within American society.

Papers:
“Marginalization Matters: Rethinking Race in the Analysis of State Politics and Policy,” Joe Soss, University of Minnesota, Humphrey Institute of Public Affairs and Sarah Bruch, University of Wisconsin, Madison

“Laboring to Learn: Women’s Literacy & Poverty in the Post-Welfare Era,” Lorna Rivera, University of Massachusetts-Boston

“Bridge to Hope: College Access for AA/PI TANF Participants in Hawaii,” Teresa Bill, University of Hawaii and Joyce Chinen, University of Hawaii-West Oahu

“Barriers to Education for Low-Income Women of Color and Immigrants in Boston,” Erika Kates, Wellesley Centers for Women

THEMATIC Session 32: Intersecting Inequalities: Considering the Place of Race
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsor: Poverty, Class, and Inequality
Organizers: Jennifer K. Wesely, University of North Florida; Yvonne Luna, Northern Arizona University
Presider: Jennifer K. Wesely, University of North Florida

Papers:
“Narratives of Motherhood: Teen Mothers, Identity and Intersectionality,” Lynn Verduzco-Baker, University of Michigan, Sociology & Women’s Studies

“Risk, Culture and Symbolic Death: HIV/AIDS and Targeted Interventions to African Americans,” Michelle Beadle, University of Maryland, College Park

“The Inequality Paradox: Can Practice Theory Help?” Amy J. Schulz, University of Michigan School of Public Health and Valerie Haines, University of Calgary

THEMATIC Session 33: Theorizing Community-Level Interventions: Towards Eliminating Racial Inequalities in Health
Room: SCH-Stanford East

Sponsor: Health, Health Policy, and Health Services
Organizers: Amy J. Schulz, University of Michigan School of Public Health; Valerie Haines, University of Calgary
Presider: Amy J. Schulz, University of Michigan
Discussant: Emily S. Ihara, George Mason University Department of Social Work

Papers:
“Aboriginal Women’s Experiences of Leaving [and/or Staying] in Intimate Partner Violence,” Victoria Smye and Annette Brownie, UBC School of Nursing, Madeleine Dion Stout, Consultant, Aboriginal Health, Colleen Vance, UBC School of Nursing and Barbara Keith, Vancouver Coastal Health Authority, Aboriginal Health Services Vancouver Comm.

“Peer-delivered Motivational Interviewing to Link HIV+ Substance Users to Care,” Ellen Benoit and Hannah Wolfe, Center for Comprehensive Care, Deborah Haller, St. Luke’s Roosevelt Hospital Center and Victoria Sharp, Center for Comprehensive Care

“Racial Dimensions of the Foreclosure Experience,” Karen M. McCormack, Wheaton College

“The Effect of Neighborhood Racial Composition on Gentrification,” Amanda Staight, University of Cincinnati

“Unity and Invisible Identities: Toward an Intersectional Analysis of Israeli Society,” Debra Guckenheimer, Department of Sociology, UC Santa Barbara

THEMATIC Session 34: Institutional Technologies of Education
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsors: Educational Problems; Institutional Ethnography
Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Lois Andre-Bechely, California State University, Los Angeles

Papers:
“The colonizing reach of schooling: mapping the translocal relations organizing the educational work of families with young children,” Roz Stooke, Pam McKenzie and Suzanne Smythe, The University of Western Ontario

“Educational Governance Technologies in Ontario: In Pursuit of Student Achievement,” Naomi Nichols, York University

“Explicating the Ruling Relations that Inhibit Inclusion for Students with Disabilities,” Deanna Adams, Syracuse University

“Managing Quality or Quality Control?,” Mandy Frake-Mistak, York University
**Session 35: Research Matters**  
Room: SCH #208  

**Sponsor:** Community Research and Development  
**Organizer:** J.S. Onesimo Sandoval, Saint Louis University  
**Presider:** Josie Parker, Georgia State University  

**Papers:**  
“Removing barriers to effective HIV testing interventions: Maintaining Fidelity while integrating Clinical Practice Wisdom to create a flexible, evidence-based approach,” Jemel Aguilar and Jeremy Goldbach, University of Texas at Austin  


“A response to Kimberly A. DeTardo-Bora’s ‘Action research in a world of positivist-oriented review boards,’” Jennifer Pearce, California State University East Bay, Dept. of Public Affairs and Admin  


**Session 36: Global Intersections of Gender, Race and Class**  
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge  

**Sponsors:** Global  
Racial and Ethnic Minorities  

**Organizers & Presiders:** Fatime Gunes, Anadolu University  
Ligaya Lindio McGovern, Indiana University  
Kokomo  

**Papers:**  
“‘Fight for the Right to Fight’: Race and Gender in Social Resistance,” Monica White, Wayne State University  

“Globalization and the Local Political Economy of Prostitution in the Philippines,” Jeanette Heinrichs, University of Kentucky  

“Inequality in the digital world,” Xue Liu, Clemson University  


“Production of Gender in Bangladeshi Families through Housework and Childcare: An Exploratory Study,” Syeda Jesmin, University of Louisiana at Monroe  

**Session 37: Coming Out Experiences and Non-Heterosexual Identities: Past, Present, and Future I**  
Room: SCH #719  

**Sponsor:** Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities  

**Organizer:** Marni Kahn, Georgia State University  
**Presider:** Elroi Windsor, Georgia State University  

**Papers:**  
“Coming Out or Going Back? Negotiating Sexual Identities, Communities, and Movements,” Ahoo Tabatabai, University of Cincinnati and Jaime McCauley, University of Windsor  


“I Just Want to Fit In: The Role of Femininity in a Nonheteronormative Community,” Amy Palder, Georgia State University  

**Session 38: Mass Killings at Universities and Schools**  
Room: SCH #855  

**Sponsors:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency  
Mental Health  

**Organizer & Presider:** Michael Hughes, Virginia Tech  
**Discussant:** Sarah Goodrum, Centre College  

**Papers:**  
“School Shootings in Contemporary America: Is There a Link between Normal Gun Use and Mass Killings,” Kirk Miller, Northern Illinois University  

“The Impact of Exposure to the Virginia Tech Shootings on Students’ Mental Health,” Michael Hughes, Virginia Tech  

“Mental Health Awareness on Campus,” Natalie Bonfine, Christian Ritter and Mark Munetz, Northeastern Ohio Universities Colleges of Medicine  
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4:30pm – 6:10pm  

**Session 39: Social Movements and Problem Framing**  
Room: SCH-California Blue

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer:** A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

**Presider & Discussant:** Stephen Pfohl, Boston College

**Papers:**

“Emotion and Rationality in the Social Movements,” Gilbert Elbaz, Université des Antilles et de la Guayane


“The Social Movement Context for Legal Challenges against Environmental Racism,” Nicole Kaufman, University of Wisconsin-Madison

**Session 40: Developments in Juvenile Delinquency and Juvenile Justice**  
Room: SCH-California Gold

**Sponsor:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency

**Organizer & Presider:** Paul Colomy, University of Denver

**Papers:**

“Setting the Record ‘Straight’: Girls, Sexuality, and the Juvenile Correctional System,” Lisa Pasko, University of Denver

“Fighting for Her Honor: Girls’ Violence and Community Disadvantage,” Katherine Irwin, University of Hawaii

“Mitigating recidivism through alternative education: Preliminary evaluation findings,” Cailin LaVallee, Davis Y. Ja & Associates, Mary Gee, Davis Y. Ja & Associates, UC- San Francisco and Davis Ja, Davis Y. Ja & Associates, Alliant University-CSPP

“Parenting Practices of Former Teen Fathers,” Jennifer Beggs Weber and Joan M. Hermansen, University of Missouri

**Session 41: Family and Intimate Relationships**  
Room: SCH #855

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer:** A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

**Presider:** Karen M. McCormack, Wheaton College

**Papers:**

“The Influence of Parenting Attitude on Adolescents’ Gender-role Stereotype,” Seung-won Choi, Yonsei University

“The Student Parent Balancing Act - An Examination of Resources and Constraints,” A. Fiona Pearson, Central Connecticut State University

**Session 42: Student Award Winning Papers I**  
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer:** Hoan N. Bui, University of Tennessee

**Presider & Discussant:** Joongbaeck Kim, University of Tennessee

**Papers:**

“Addressing the 21st Century Problem of the Color Line Using Community-based Participatory Research with Urban Black Churches,” Julia M. Wesley, University of Illinois at Chicago, 1st place Winner of the Community Research and Development Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Bottle and Chain: Gender and Drinking Habits in Opposite-Sex and Same-Sex Couples,” Corinne Rezek, University of Texas at Austin, 1st place Winner of the Family Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Social Movements in Transitions to Socialism: An Examination of the Campesino Movement in Venezuela,” Tiffany Linton Page, University of California, Berkeley, 1st place Winner of the Global Division’s Graduate Student Paper Competition

“El Que no Tiene Dinga, Tiene Mandinga: Black Collective Identity Formation among Afro-descendants in Dominican Republic and Ecuador,” Shantee L. Rosado, Macalester College, 1st place Winner of the Global Division’s Undergraduate Student Paper Competition

“The Utility of Regional Jus Cogens in International Law,” Reza Hasmath, University of Cambridge, 1st place Winner of the Law and Society Division’s Student Paper Competition

“From Job Searches to Hiring to Advancement: The Labor Market Experiences of Ethnic Minorities in Beijing,” Reza Hasmath, University of Cambridge, 1st place Co-Winner of the Poverty, Class, and Inequality Division’s Student Paper Competition

**Session 43: The Social Organization of Health Care: In Whose Interests?**  
Room: SCH-Stanford East

**Sponsors:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Institutional Ethnography

**Organizer & Presider:** Janet M. Rankin, University of Calgary

**Papers:**

“Migraine Diagnosis: Ruling Out the Badness,” Alejandra K. Gabriel, Arizona State University, Winner of the Institutional Ethnography Division’s Student Paper Competition
Session 43, continued

“Beat the Clock: Disordering Emergency Triage Work through Rapid Patient Processing,” Karen Melon, University of Calgary

“‘I wouldn’t even call society ‘society’, I would call it ‘struggle’”: surfacing the cisnormative organization of the social world through the everyday lives of trans youth,” Rebecca Hammond, Dalhousie University

“Non-access to antenatal care in the UK: Women’s prerogative or social problem?” Carol Kingdon, Sheena Byrom, Kenny Finlayson, Gill Thomson and Soo Downe, University of Central Lancashire

“Institutional Definitions as Cultural Constructs: Social Constructionism and Depression,” Courtney Cuthbertson, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Session 44: Learning to Labor? Schools as Sites of Inequality and Struggle
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsors: Labor Studies
Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

Organizers: Heather E. Dillaway, Wayne State University
Reuben N. Roth, Laurentian University

Presider: Peter Riley Bahr, Wayne State University

Papers:
“Success of Low Income Students in Higher Education: Preparations, Pathways, and Choices,” Ted Brimeyer, Georgia Southern University

“Teachers’ Perceptions, Race, and Student Outcomes,” Morgan Millar, Washington State University


“The technologies of risk & safety: Education as training for work,” Lindsay Kerr, OISE/University of Toronto

“Making Sense of Disparities in Mathematics Remediation: What is the Role of Student Retention?” Peter Riley Bahr, Wayne State University

Session 45: Conflict and Change: The Challenges of Contemporary Immigration
Room: SCH #208

Sponsor: Conflict, Social Action, and Change

Organizer & Presider: Susan H. Ambler, Maryville College

Papers:
“‘Fences Made out of Sausages:’ Hungarian Immigrant Women’s Take on the American Dream,” Orsolya Kolozsvari-Wright, Georgia State University

“Exploring Immigrant Employment Trajectories,” Sylvia Fuller and Todd Martin, University of British Columbia

“Immigration Law and the Construction of Sexual Categories: The Case of Mockeviciene v. U.S.,” Aaron Ponce, Indiana University

“Immigration, Americanization, and Diminishing Educational Bonds,” Anthony Peguero and Jennifer Bondy, Miami University


Session 46: Neoliberal Articulations of Imperialism
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors: Global Journal of Critical Sociology
Marxist & World System Sections-ASA

Organizers: Ligaya Lindio McGovern, Indiana University Kokomo
Richard A. Dello Buono, New College of Florida

Presider: Richard A. Dello Buono, New College of Florida

Papers:
“A Selective Imperialist Model for the State in the Global Political Economy,” Christopher Malackary, Purdue University

“Chile: Suffering the Consequences of Imperial Designs,” Ximena de la Barra, Dialogo Sudamericano

“Neoliberal Articulations of Imperialism in the Philippines,” Ligaya Lindio McGovern, Indiana University Kokomo and Isidor Wallimann, Former Fellow, Indiana University Institute of Advanced Study

“Surfing for a Shaman: Analysis of an Ayahuasca Tourism Website,” Christine Holman, Arizona State University

Session 47: Coming Out Experiences and Non-Heterosexual Identities: Past, Present, and Future II
Room: SCH #719

Sponsor: Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities

Organizer: Marni Kahn, Georgia State University

Presider: Elroi Windsor, Georgia State University

Papers:
“Role Strain and Intersectionality: Racial and Sexual Identities in Lesbian and Gay Social Movement Organizing,” Antonio (Jay) Pastrana, Jr., John Jay College of Criminal Justice, CUNY

“Rules or Ethics? Power-Knowledge, Ethical Selfhood, and Possibilities of Resistance for Queer Muslims,” Christopher G. Kelly, Boston College

“Transforming Transgender: The Co-construction of Identity in a Virtual Community,” Cary Yang Costello, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Dept of Sociology

“Analyzing Sexuality in a Post-Closet Era: Theoretical Tools from Pragmatism to Queer Theory,” Emily Kazak, University of Michigan

6:30pm – 7:30pm Meeting
Graduate Student Meeting with Student Board Representatives
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill
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6:30pm – 7:30pm  Division-Sponsored Reception
The Community Research and Development; Conflict, Social Action, and Change; Crime and Juvenile Delinquency; Disabilities; Educational Problems; Environment and Technology; Family; Health, Health Policy, and Health Services; Institutional Ethnography; Labor Studies; Law and Society; Poverty, Class, and Inequality; Racial and Ethnic Minorities; Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities; Sociology and Social Welfare; Sport Sociology; Teaching Social Problems and the Youth, Aging, and the Life Course - Joint Reception
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

6:30pm – 7:30pm  Reception
Mental Health Division Reception
Location: SCH-Aureau Sofa Area

7:45pm – 8:45pm  Reception
Graduate Student “Happy Hour”
Location: SCH-Aureau Sofa Area

9:00pm – 10:30pm  AIDS Fundraiser
9th Annual AIDS Fundraiser
Room: SCH-California Suite
You don’t want to miss this fun event. Graduate students and new members will receive complimentary admission, but everyone else is charged $15. What will your $15 buy this year?

Delicious desserts and drinks. A selection of tasty desserts will be available along with a cash bar.

Music will be provided by Jazz Musician Denise Fraga.

The chance to meet new friends and socialize with old ones. Catch up with friends you only get to see at the annual meetings and meet folks who are new to SSSP or just new to you.

Bid on some wonderful items donated to our auction.

A chance to win a two-night hotel stay at The Stanford Court Hotel.
During the evening we will draw the winning raffle ticket. Tickets cost $5 and you do not have to be present to win. The voucher cannot be applied to your 2009 conference stay.

The great feeling that comes from helping a wonderful organization. All proceeds to benefit Asian Pacific Islander Wellness Center whose mission is to educate, support, empower, and advocate for Asian and Pacific Islander communities – particularly those living with or at-risk for, HIV/AIDS. For more information, visit www.apiwellness.org/home.html.

So what are you waiting for? Be sure to buy a ticket to the AIDS Fundraiser. Hope to see you there!
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8:00am – 9:40am  Meeting
International Fellowship Committee, 2008-09
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

8:00am – 9:40am  Sessions
THEMATIC
Session 48: Crime and the Color Line
Room: SCH-California Blue
Sponsor: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Melanie Carlson, The College of Mt. St. Josephs
Papers:
“Decision to Prosecute: Racial Differences in the Criminal Processing of Child Sexual Abuse Cases in a Southern Jurisdiction,” Paul Steele, Center for Justice Studies
“Making Identity, Motivating Violence: Rethinking Bias Crime,” David Glisch-Sánchez, The University of Texas at Austin

Session 49: Is Mental Illness a Disability? Issues and Concerns
Room: SCH-California Gold
Sponsors: Disabilities, Health, Health Policy, and Health Services, Mental Health
Organizers: Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool; Linda J. Morrison, Duquesne University
Presider: Elizabeth Ettorre, University of Liverpool
Discussant: Linda J. Morrison, Duquesne University
Papers:
“The Relative Influence of Negative Life Events and Daily Hassles on Objective and Subjective Quality of Life Among those with a Severe Mental Illness,” Kelly MacArthur and Richard E. Adams, Kent State University and Evelyn Bromet, Stony Brook University
“Is Paranoia a Disability? Well, That Depends...,” William Gronfein, IUPUI
“Disability and Stress-associated Health Conditions of Female Veterans,” Sarah Aktepy, IUPUI and Erin Krebs, MD, MPH, Roudebush VA Hospital
“Oh Loss and Losing: A Crucial Nexus,” Melvyn Fein, Kennesaw State University
Session 50: Contemporary Issues for Workers at Home and Abroad  
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

Sponsors: Global  
Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Labor Studies  
Marxist Section-ASA

Organizers: Bhavani Arabandi, University of Virginia  
Corey Dolgon, Worcester State College  
Emily S. Ibara, George Mason University

Presiders: Bhavani Arabandi, University of Virginia  
Emily S. Ibara, George Mason University

Papers:
“Frontline Supervisors in Health Careers: Role Strain, Stress, and Worker Compromise,” Kendra J. Jason, University of North Carolina Institute on Aging and North Carolina State University  
“Globalization, Inequality, and the Legal Services Industry,” Adam Sechooler, University of Wisconsin  
“One Nation, Interdependent: Exploring the Boundaries of Citizenship in the History of Social Security and Medicare,” Brian Grossman, Erica Solway, Brooke Hollister and Carroll Estes, University of California, San Francisco and Leah Rogne, Minnesota State University, Mankato  
“Positive and Negative Family-to-Work Spillover: The Pros and Cons of Family,” Jennifer Puentes, Indiana University Bloomington

THEMATIC Session 51: Race, Policing, and Law  
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsor: Law and Society

Organizer: Suzanne Goodney Lea, Interactivity Foundation

Presider & Discussant: Emily B. Horowitz, St. Francis College

Description:
This session explores the ways in which race impacts policing, to include racial profiling, police use of deadly force, and other forms of racial/ethnic bias by and towards law enforcement personnel.

Papers:
“An Individual and Structural-Level Exploration of Racial and Ethnic Inequality in Police Interactions,” Mary Therese Laske, Kent State University-The University of Akron Joint Program  
“41 Shots...and Counting: What Amadou Diallo Teaches Us about Policity, Race and Justice,” Beth Roy, UC Berkeley  
“The Missing White Woman Dragnet: Race, Gender, and the Multiplier Effect of High-Profile Investigations,” Suzanne Goodney Lea, Interactivity Foundation

Session 52: Social Action to Alleviate Poverty and Inequality – Roundtable  
Room: SCH-Stanford East

Sponsors: Conflict, Social Action, and Change  
Poverty, Class, and Inequality

Organizers: Lisa Welch, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville  
Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton

Presider: Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton

Roundtable: Risk and Social Action

Papers:
“Conceptualizing Risk and Resistance Among Poor Women with Disabilities Under Neoliberalism,” Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton  
“Exploring Race/Ethnicity in Single Welfare Mothers’ Resistance,” Yvonne Luna, Northern Arizona University  
“Leisure Activities and Involvement in Delinquency: Immigrant Differentiated Effects,” Xin Jiang, Sociology Department, The Ohio State University  

Session 53: Justice and Identities  
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizer & Presider: A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

Papers:
“The First and Only Comparative Empirical Study of British and American Criminal Law Journals and the Authors Accepted-Elitists Exclude Minorities,” Sally Ramage, Institute of Justice  
“Expert Jurisdiction and Social Problems: The Russell Sage Foundation and Poor People’s Credit in Early 20th-Century America,” Elisabeth Anderson and Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University  
“They are my ‘usi: exploring how to get into the funeral industry,” Nancy Berns, Drake University  
“Authentic Vs Constructed Identity/Humanity,” Barbara Todish, Fairleigh Dickinson University  
“Institutional Discrimination and the Rejection of Harm Reduction Policies: Beyond the Traditional Critique of the War on Drugs,” Fernando M. Perez, Barry University
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9:50am – 11:00am  SSSP Business Meeting  
(open to SSSP Members)

PLENARY
Session 54:  SSSP Business Meeting  
Room: SCH-Stanford West

Sponsor:  Program Committee  
Facilitator:  Steven E. Barkan, University of Maine

A complimentary continental breakfast will be available.

11:10am – 12:20pm  Presidential Address  
(open to SSSP Members)

PLENARY
Session 55:  Presidential Address  
Room: SCH-Stanford West

Sponsor:  Program Committee  
Introduction:  Kimberly J. Cook, University of North Carolina Wilmington

Presidential Address:  Toward a New Abolitionism: Race, Ethnicity, and Social Transformation  
Steven E. Barkan, University of Maine

12:30pm – 2:10pm  Meeting
Budget, Finance, and Audit Committee, 2009-10  
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

12:30pm – 2:10pm  Divisional Meetings  
(open to SSSP Members)

Conflict, Social Action, and Change  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  
Disabilities  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  
Drinking and Drugs  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  
Family  
Room: SCH-Stanford East  
Labor Studies  
Room: SCH-Stanford East

12:30pm – 2:10pm  Sessions
Session 56:  Alternative Globalizations  
Room: SCH-California Blue  
Sponsors:  Global Journal of Critical Sociology  
Organizers:  Daniel Egan, University of Massachusetts-Lowell  
John Dale, George Mason University  
Presider & Discussant:  John Dale, George Mason University

Papers:
“Globalization and Eritrean Diaspora,” Tekle Woldemikael, Chapman University
“The Globalization of the American Model of Education,” Neema Noori, University of West Georgia and Pia Anderson, American University of Sharjah

Session 57:  Inequality and Animal Rights  
Room: SCH-California Gold

Sponsor:  Poverty, Class, and Inequality  
Organizer, Presider & Discussant:  Anthony J. Nocella, II, Syracuse University

Papers:
“Speciesism in the Age of Terrorism: The Mass Genocide Against Nonhuman Animals,” Anthony J. Nocella, II, Syracuse University
“The ‘Underdog’ as ‘Ideal Victim’?: The Attribution of Victimhood in the 2007 Pet Food Recall,” Amy Fitzgerald, University of Windsor
“Resolving Cat and Dog Overpopulation: Application of Argentine’s Approach in Monterrey, Mexico,” Evangelina Najera Marquez, St. Cloud State University

Session 58:  Film Exhibit - Unnatural Causes: Is Inequality Making Us Sick?  
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

Sponsor:  Program Committee  
Organizer & Presider:  Michelle A. Harris, Northern Arizona University

Description:
Unnatural Causes investigates our huge and alarming socio-economic disparities in health. It suggests that there is more to our health than bad habits, health care, or unlucky genes. The social conditions to which we are born, live and work profoundly affects our well being and longevity.

Larry Adelman, creator and executive producer will introduce the film and answer questions following the screening. Adelman is co-director and head of production for California Newsreel, the country’s oldest non-profit, documentary production and distribution center.

Session 59:  Eldercare  
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

Sponsors:  Health, Health Policy, and Health Services  
Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

Organizer & Presider:  Ronnie J. Steinberg, Vanderbilt University

Papers:
“Missing Older Adults with Dementia: A Study of News Coverage of Incidents and Policy Developments, 2006-2008,” Glenn Muschert, Gina Petonito, Tirth Bhatta and Lydia Manning, Miami University
“Negotiating the Ethics of Elder Care in the Transnational Field: A Case of Immigrants in the U.S. and their Parents in Taiwan,” Ken Sun, Brandeis University, 1st place Winner of the Youth, Aging, and the Life Course Division’s Student Paper Competition
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Session 59, continued

“The Long Term Care Ombudsman Program: A Social Movement Organization?” Brooke Hollister and Carroll Estes, UCSF


SPECIAL
Session 60: Getting Published in Social Problems
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizers: James A. Holstein, Marquette University
Ted Chiricos, Florida State University

Description:

Ted Chiricos, current Editor of Social Problems, and Jim Holstein, former Editor of Social Problems, will discuss the process of publishing research in refereed journals generally and Social Problems specifically. This session is designed for both less experienced scholars and veterans of the publishing enterprise.

SPECIAL
Session 61: Student Award Winning Papers II
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizer & President: Hoan N. Bui, University of Tennessee

Papers:

“The ‘Work Safe’ Culture of Prison Chaplaincy,” Allison M. Hicks, University of Colorado at Boulder, 1st place Winner of the Crime and Juvenile Delinquency Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Giving ‘til it Hurts: Egg Donation and the Costs of Altruism,” Anna Curtis, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1st place Winner of the Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Norms and Nuptials: The Changing Social Price of Marriage,” Daniel Schneider, Princeton University, 1st place Co-Winner of the Poverty, Class, and Inequality Division’s Student Paper Competition

“The Terrible Towel and Fair-Weather Fans: An Exploration of Steelers Nation as a Quasi-Religion,” Marci Cottingham, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, 1st place Winner of the Sport Sociology Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Returning to Work: The Impact of Health Insurance on Labor Market Return among Older Workers,” Ben Lennox Kail, Florida State University, Honorable Mention, Youth, Aging, and the Life Course Division’s Student Paper Competition

Session 62: Experiential Learning, Service Learning, and Community Internships
Room: SCH #208

Sponsors: Community Research and Development
Teaching Social Problems

Organizer: Vicky M. MacLean, Middle Tennessee State University

Presider: Theo Majka, University of Dayton

Papers:

“Goal Oriented Pedagogy for Integrating Experiential Learning Practices into the Curriculum,” Paulina Ruf, Lenoir-Rhyne University and Elizabeth Scheel, Saint Cloud State University


“The Community Service Miniterm: An Innovation in Service Learning,” Janet Grigsby, Union College

“It’s Not Just About You’: Teaching Students about Social Problems through Community Organizations,” Shirley A. Jackson, Southern Connecticut State University

“Teaching and Learning Moments: Studying Accessibility in City Services with Undergraduate and Graduate Students,” Kathleen Lowney and Ginger Macheski, Valdosta State University

Session 63: Author Meets Critics: Stephen Morewitz, Death Threats and Violence (Springer 2008)
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
Law and Society

Organizer & Presider: Lloyd Klein, St. Francis College

Critics:

Kathleen Ferraro, Northern Arizona University
Suzanne Goodney Lea, Interactivity Foundation
Paul Steele, Morehead State University
Jack Levin, Northeastern University

Session 64: Racism, Health and Science
Room: SCH #719

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizer: A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

Presider & Discussant: Karen M. McCormack, Wheaton College

Papers:

“Racist Propaganda in the Digital Era: Adolescents Making Sense of Cloaked Websites,” Jessie Daniels, CUNY-Hunter College

“Race Differences in Public Recognition and Evaluations of Mental Illness,” Holly Swan, University of Delaware

“Black-White Crossover in mortality and self-rated health: evidence from a longitudinal study,” Li Yao and Stephanie Robert, University of Wisconsin-Madison

“Colorblind consciousness: Negotiating the politics of race in the psychedelic sciences,” Michelle Corbin, University of Maryland
**Session 65:** Civil Society and Political Discourse  
Room: SCH #855

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer:** A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

**Presider & Discussant:** Stephen Pfohl, Boston College

**Papers:**

“The Road to God Knows Where: Northern Ireland NGOs Following the Power Sharing Arrangement,” Karl Besel, Indiana University Kokomo

“What do Governor Sarah Palin, Don Imus and President Obama Have in Common and What Does it Mean for the Body Politic?” Peggy Wireman, Wireman and Associates

“Good ‘Ol Boy Talk vs. the Blogosphere in the Case of Former Senator George Allen,” Ian Sheinheit, University at Albany and Cynthia Bogard, Hofstra University

---

**Session 66:** Current Controversies in Labor Politics and Reform has been moved to Sunday, August 9 from 4:30pm – 6:10pm.

**Session 67:** The Intersections of Race, Ethnicity, Gender, and Disability  
Room: SCH-California Gold

**Sponsor:** Disabilities

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Carol Brooks Gardner, Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis

**Papers:**

“My Only Choice: Individuals Caught in the Language of Rights and Choices,” Barbara Katz Rothman, City University of New York

“Disability, Bullying, and Sexual Harassment: Impact on Health and School Outcomes for Adolescents,” James Gruber, University of Michigan-Dearborn and Susan Fineran, University of Southern Maine

“Mental Disability, Race and Gender in Warfare: World War I Veterans in St. Elizabeth's Hospital,” Moira O’Neil, UCSB

“Living with Less: The Long-Term Experiences of Vietnam Veteran Amputees,” Carrie Foote, Indiana University-Indianapolis (IUPUI), Seth Messinger, Univ. Maryland, Baltimore County, Jodie Atkinson and Regina Pessagno, Indiana University-Indianapolis (IUPUI)

---

**Session 68:** Film Exhibit - Club Native  
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer & Presider:** Michelle A. Harris, Northern Arizona University

**Description:**

*Club Native* raises critical questions about belonging and idgenity, the heartbreak of “marrying out” of the Mohawk Nation, and the unjust patriarchal laws that disenfranchise Native women. It is a candid and engrossing work about the pain, confusion, and frustration suffered by many First Nations women, but also a testament to the triumph of love and the resilience of the human spirit.

**Session 69:** Adolescent "Problem" Behavior: The Intersection of Criminology and Health  
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

**Sponsors:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency, Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Tamara Leech, Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis

**Papers:**

“Adolescent Gambling: An Introduction to an Emerging Field of Research,” Lynn Pike, IUPUI

“Early Infant Nutrition and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder in Adolescence,” Patricia Wonch and Kellie Hagewen, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

“Violent Victimization and Alcohol: A Longitudinal Analysis,” Lisa Murphy, California State University, Long Beach

“From Ether to Elmer’s: Inhalants, Sudden Sniffing Death Syndrome, and Inhalant Abuse,” Duane Neff, Rebekah Zagacive and Peter Kreiner, Brandeis University - The Heller School for Social Policy

**Session 70:** Author Meets Critics: Randy Shaw, Beyond the Fields: Cesar Chavez, the UFW, and the Struggle for Justice in the 21st Century  
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer & Presider:** A. Javier Treviño, Wheaton College

**Critics:**

Luis Fernandez, Northern Arizona University
Héctor L. Delgado, University of La Verne
Airin D. Martinez, University of California, San Francisco
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**Session 71:** Constructionist Conversations I: Theory, Method, and Analysis  
Room: SCH-Stanford West  
Sponsor: Social Problems Theory  
Organizers & Presiders: James A. Holstein, Marquette University  
Joel Best, University of Delaware  

Panelists:  
Darin Weinberg, Cambridge University  
Donileen Loseke, University of South Florida  
Jun Ayukawa, Kwansei Gakuin University  
Mitch Berbrier, University of Alabama-Huntsville  
Susan Chase, University of Tulsa  
Valerie Jenness, University of California, Irvine  

**Session 72:** Youth, Family and Community Programs  
Room: SCH-Fournou's Oven  
Sponsor: Family  
Organizer & Presider: Ebonie L. Cunningham-Stringer, Wilkes University  
Papers:  
“Child Human Trafficking Victims: Challenges for the Child Welfare System,” Rowena Fong and Jodi Berger Cardoso, University of Texas at Austin  
“Music Production and Consumption as an Example of Youth Technology Engagement in Community Technology Centers,” Johanna Pabst, Boston College  
“The Examination of Child Welfare Outcomes from a Community Perspective,” Robin Perry, Florida A&M University  
“Why Can’t We Be Friends: The Role of Religious Congregational-Based Social Contact for Close Adolescent Interracial Friendships,” Carlos Tavares, University of Notre Dame  
“Girls Empowered Through Mentoring: First-Year College Students Mentoring High School Girls,” Ebonie L. Cunningham-Stringer, Wilkes University  

**Session 73:** Service Learning & Community Action Research: The Global Experience  
Room: SCH #208  
Sponsors: Community Research and Development  
Teaching Social Problems  
Organizer: Vicky M. MacLean, Middle Tennessee State University  
Presider: Theo Majka, University of Dayton  
Discissant: Shirley A. Jackson, Southern Connecticut State University  
Papers:  
“More Worldly: College Student Views of US Foreign Policy Before and After Global Travel,” Christine Wernet, University of South Carolina Aiken  
“An Exploratory Survey of School Social Work in S. Korea and the United States,” Alfred Joseph and Ji-Young Lim, Miami University  
“Reflection on Contrasting Communities: Racial and Gendered Differences in Sex Education Classrooms,” Melissa Busher, Illinois State University  
“On the Ground Social Action in the Trenches with the Poor,” Warner Woodworth, Brigham Young University  

**Session 74:** Offender Reentry  
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge  
Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency  
Law and Society  
Organizer: Kathryn J. Fox, University of Vermont  
Presider: Danielle S. Rudes, George Mason University  
Papers:  
“From Prison to Integration: Applying Modified Labeling Theory to Sex Offenders,” William Mingus, University of Illinois at Chicago  
“‘Back-end Sentencing’ and Re-Imprisonment: Focal Concerns, Racial Threat, and Parole Sanctioning,” Jeffrey Lin, University of Denver and Ryken Grattet, University of California, Davis  
“Identity Work in Women’s Reentry,” Vicki L. Hunter and Kimberly Greer, Minnesota State University-Mankato  
“Conflicting Roles: Examining the Work of Frontline Staff in Community Corrections,” Leah DeVellis, Carleton University  
“Great Expectations for Problem Solving Courts: Observations of a Reentry Court,” Jeralyn Faris and JoAnn Miller, Purdue University  

**Session 75:** New Research in Institutional Ethnography  
Room: SCH #719  
Sponsor: Institutional Ethnography  
Organizer & Presider: Janet M. Rankin, University of Calgary  
Papers:  
“Writing the Language of Essential Skills into Student Training Plans: An Institutional Ethnography of Curriculum Reform in Adult Literacy Education,” Christine Pinsent-Johnson, University of Ottawa  
“The Social Organization of Emergency Medicine,” Michael Corman, University of Calgary  
“Shifting problematics in an exploration of the program work of graduate students,” Suzanne Forgang Miller, OISE/University of Toronto  
“Regulating Pain, An Ethnography of Torture and the Law,” Orlando Tizon, Torture Abolition and Survivors Support Coalition International  
“Criminalizing HIV Non-disclosure: Responses from Political Activist Ethnography,” Eric Mykhalovskiy, York University
**THEMATIC**

**Session 76:** Drug Abuse: Race, Ethnicity, and the Problem of the Color Line
Room: SCH #855

*Sponsor:* Drinking and Drugs

*Organizer & Presider:* Avelardo Valdez, University of Houston

*Discussant:* Sheigla Murphy, Center for Substance Abuse Studies

*Papers:*

“Heroin, race and spatial mismatch: ‘White’ and ‘Black’ patterns of income generation, heroin use and acquisition in 21st Century Detroit,” Paul Draus and Juliette Roddy, University of Michigan-Dearborn and Mark Greenwald, Wayne State University School of Medicine


“The War on Drugs and the Case of Dominican Deportees,” David Brotherton, John Jay College, CUNY and Yolanda Martin, Graduate Center, CUNY

“Disruptions and survival of family life among low income New Orleans Evacuees following Hurricane Katrina,” Eloise Dunlap, Bruce D. Johnson and Nelson Tiburcio, National Development & Research Institutes

**4:30pm – 6:10pm Meeting**

*Membership Committee, 2008-09*

Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

**4:30pm – 6:10pm Divisional Meeting (open to SSSP Members)**

*Institutional Ethnography*

Room: SCH-Stanford East

**4:30pm – 6:10pm Sessions**

*Session 77: Film Exhibit - *Tulia, Texas*
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

*Sponsor:* Program Committee

*Organizer & Presider:* Michelle A. Harris, Northern Arizona University

*Description:*

Through its scrupulous investigation of a landmark case, *Tulia, Texas*, uncovers the deep-rooted assumptions about race and crime that still permeate out society and undermines our justice system. The film convincingly shows how the ‘war on drugs’ has become a war on due process, waged against African Americans. Today, America has the largest prison population in the world; in some states, as much as 15 percent of the black male population is incarcerated. *Tulia, Texas* shows one reason why.

Kelly Whalen and Cassandra Herrman, co-directors and co-producers, will introduce the film and answer questions following the screening. Kelly has produced other notable PBS documentaries such as “The Fire Next Time,” and “Not in Our Town: When Hate Happens Here,” both of which document community responses to hate, intolerance and the threat of violence.

Cassandra Herrman photographed *Tulia, Texas*. Cassandra’s other work includes films on immigration, juvenile justice and civil rights. She has produced numerous films for the PBS series FRONTLINE/World and her film “American Exile,” about an exiled American Black Panther leader screened at Sundance in 2002.

*Session 78: Memorial Session honoring Bruce D. Johnson*
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

*Sponsor:* Drinking and Drugs

*Organizer & Presider:* Brian C. Kelly, Purdue University

*Panelists:*

Avelardo Valdez, University of Houston
Stephen J. Sifaneck, Berkeley College
Dina Perrone, Bridgewater State College
Sam Friedman, National Development & Research Institutes, Inc.
Ellen Benoit, National Development & Research Institutes, Inc.
Andrew Golub, National Development & Research Institutes, Inc.

**SPECIAL Session 79: Spotlight on the SSSP Social Action Award Winner**
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

*Sponsor:* Program Committee

*Organizer & Presider:* Wendy Simonds, Georgia State University

*Description:*

Representatives from the Bay Area organization that wins the 2009 SSSP Social Action Award will discuss its history, mission, and the unique and crucial work it does.

*Session 80: Constructionist Conversations II: Theory, Method and Analysis*
Room: SCH-Stanford West

*Sponsor:* Social Problems Theory

*Organizers & Presiders:*

James A. Holstein, Marquette University
Joel Best, University of Delaware

*Panelists:*

Gale Miller, Marquette University
Kathleen Lowney, Valdosta State University
Scott R. Harris, St. Louis University
Cynthia Bogard, Hofstra University
Nancy Berns, Drake University

*Session 81: Queer Families*
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

*Sponsors:* Family Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities

*Organizers:*

Jaime McCauley, University of Windsor
Nancy Mezey, Monmouth University

*Presiders:*

Nancy Mezey, Monmouth University

*Discussant:*
Melanie Heath, McMaster University
Session 81, continued

Papers:

“Advantages, Disadvantages, and Strategies in Polyamorous Families with Children,” Elisabeth Sheff, Georgia State University

“Gender Inequality and Consumer Desire: Women, Wedding Fantasies, and the Unconscious,” Patricia Arend, Boston College

“Judicial Constructions of Parenthood: Gender and Sexual Orientation in Child Custody Decisions,” Kristy Thomas, University of Massachusetts-Amherst

“Queer Families and The Role of Emotion in the Gay Marriage Movement,” Jaime McCauley, University of Windsor

Session 82: Panel: Previous Minority Scholarship Award Winners

Room: SCH #208

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizer & Presider: Adriana L. Bohm, Delaware County Community College

Papers:

“Third Generation Female Seeks First Generation Male: Conducting Feminist Fieldwork in Transnational Male Spaces,” Isabel Martinez, John Jay University, 2008 Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Winner

“Are They Delaying Adulthood? Class Identities of Young Adults in the United States, 1974-2008,” Rashawn Ray, Indiana University, 2006 Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Winner

“Policing Dissent: Scholarship, Activism and Hanging Out,” Luis Fernandez, Northern Arizona University, 2003 Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Winner

“Learning in the War Years: The Impact of Popular Education and Welfare Reform on Low-income Women,” Lorna Rivera, University of Massachusetts Boston, 1999 Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship Winner

Session 83: Victims and the Law

Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency Law and Society

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Karen Weiss, West Virginia University

Papers:


“Restorative Justice and Violence Against Women: Recent Feminist Innovations,” James Ptacek, Suffolk University

“‘It’s Just Not Something You Report’: Reasons Why Teens Don’t Report Sexual Assault,” Karen Weiss, West Virginia University

Session 84: Targeting the Poor: Social Policy, Race, and Lived Experience

Room: SCH #719

Sponsors: Poverty, Class, and Inequality Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Lisa Welch, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

Papers:

“What happened to structural racism and poverty?: How risk and resiliency became the solution after Hurricane Katrina,” Robert Hawkins and Katherine Maurer, New York University

“Moving Beyond Stereotypes: Dissecting the Role of Race in State Welfare Reforms,” Hana Brown, University of California, Berkeley

“Does Race Matter?: A Multilevel Analysis of Benefit Reductions and Case Closures under Welfare Reform,” Shannon Monnat, University of Nevada Las Vegas and The Global Center for Critical Demography


Session 85: The Environment, Health and Justice

Room: SCH #855

Sponsors: Environment and Technology Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Erin E. Robinson, Canisius College

Papers:

“Exploit the land, exploit the people’: A Qualitative Study of Community Advocates for Farmworkers in Texas,” Michelle Edwards, Texas State University-San Marcos

“An Examination of the Role of Knowledge in the Politics of Wastewater Treatment Availability in the US,” Jennifer Carrera, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

“Anti-Poverty Policy Field Research and Advocacy in Undergraduate Teaching: Reflections from the South Side of Chicago,” Chad Broughton, University of Chicago

“Race, Science and Social Justice: Consequences of the Continuing Underrepresentation of African Americans in Science and Engineering,” Willie Pearson, Jr. and Cheryl Leggon, Georgia Institute of Technology

6:45pm – 7:45pm Reception Honoring Dr. Thomas C. Hood, SSSP Executive Officer, 1990-2009

Complimentary to SSSP members Room: SCH-California Suite

As you probably know, Tom Hood is retiring as Executive Officer after 19 years of wonderful service. At this reception we will honor Tom with some formal and informal remarks and generally recognize his many contributions to SSSP over the years.

8:00pm – 10:00pm Awards Banquet

Cost $68 per person Room: SCH-Stanford Ballroom
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8:00am – 8:30am  Meeting
Board of Directors Breakfast, 2009-10
Room: SCH-Stanford West

8:30am – 10:10am  Sessions

**THEMATIC**

**Session 86:** Immigrant Enclaves and Residential Segregation
Room: SCH-California Blue

**Sponsor:** Community Research and Development

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Thomas J. Keil, Arizona State University

**Papers:**

“In Immigrant Representation In and Influence on Real and Imagined Culture in New York City,” Elizabeth Miller, CUNY Graduate Center

“In Immigration, Racialization, and Infiltration of the Model Minority Myth into Korean American Communities,” Hyeyoung Kwon, University of Southern California (USC)

“Not All Are Created Equal: The Racial Impact of Advance Placement Enrollment Program in Howard County’s Public High Schools,” Junior Hopwood, Howard University


**Session 87:** Inequality and Crime
Room: SCH-California Gold

**Sponsors:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
Poverty, Class, and Inequality

**Organizers:** Kimberly Greer, Minnesota State University-Mankato
Vicki L. Hunter, Minnesota State University-Mankato

**Presider:** Kimberly Greer, Minnesota State University-Mankato

**Discussant:** Vicki L. Hunter, Minnesota State University-Mankato

**Papers:**

“Disentangling the ‘School Section’ of the School-to-Prison Pipeline,” Jane Hood, Nancy López and Rebecca Erickson, University of New Mexico

“From Schoolhouses to Jailhouses? Race, Class, Disorder, and School-Crime Control,” Katherine Irwin, University of Hawaii, Janet T. Davidson, Chaminade University of Honolulu and Amanda Hall, University of Hawaii


“Understanding Reintegration from the Perspective of Formerly Incarcerated People,” Emily NaPier, Center for Community Alternatives

**Session 88:** Author Meets Critics: Sociology of Law: Visions of a Scholarly Tradition by Mathieu Deflem
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

**Sponsor:** Law and Society

**Organizer:** Cary Federman, Montclair State University

**Presiders:** Cary Federman, Montclair State University
Mathieu Deflem, University of South Carolina

**Critics:**

Matthew Silberman, Bucknell University
Debarun Majumdar, Texas State University - San Marcos
Suzanne Goodney Lea, Interactivity Foundation
Stephen Morewitz, Stephen Morewitz, Ph.D. & Associates

**Session 89:** Pungent with Peril: Historical and Modern Medicalization of BDSM/Kink Sexualities
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

**Sponsor:** Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities

**Organizer:** Robert V. Bienvenu II, Community-Academic Consortium for Research on Alternative Sexualities (CARAS)

**Presider & Discussant:** Gayle Rubin, Dept. of Anthropology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

**Papers:**

“Parallel Worlds: Historical Development of Medical Classificatory Frameworks Defining Sadism, Masochism, and Fetishism, and their Interaction with Contemporary Sexual Subcultures,” Robert V. Bienvenu II, Community-Academic Consortium for Research on Alternative Sexualities (CARAS)

“The DSM-IV-TR and the Forthcoming DSM-V: Confusions and Unanswered Questions Regarding the Classification of Sexual Sadism, Sexual Masochism, and Fetishism as Mental Disorders,” Charles Moser, Institute for the Advanced Study of Human Sexuality


**Session 90:** Tenure Workshop
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

**Sponsor:** Program Committee

**Organizer & Presider:** Susan Caringella, Western Michigan University

**Description:**

This workshop will be interactive and discuss the issues surrounding how to successfully secure tenure and/or redress denial.

**Session 91:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Roundtables
Room: SCH-Stanford East

**Sponsor:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

**Organizer & Presider:** Emily S. Ihara, George Mason University
Roundtable 1: Access, Navigation, and Barriers to Health Care

Papers:

“Get a Second Opinion: Patient Trust and Medical Error,” Linda Treiber, Kennesaw State University

“HIV Testing Sites in New York City: A Structural Analysis of Barriers to Access,” Nicole D’Anna, Hunter College, CUNY, Honorable Mention of the Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Division’s Student Paper Competition

“The Effects of Counselor/Client Demographics on Clients’ Inconsistent Reports of HIV Risk Behavior,” Andrew H. Ruffner, Christopher S. Lindsell, Debra B. Wayne, Alexander T. Trott, Carl J. Fichtenbaum and Michael S. Lyons, University of Cincinnati

“Using Social Theory in Health Services Research: A Positive Deviance Approach to the Management of Cancer Related Psychosocial Distress,” Kathleen Abrahamson, Department of Veterans Affairs Research and Development: Center for Excellence and Caroline Carney-Doebbeling, Indiana University School of Medicine, Regenstrief Institute

Roundtable 2: Context and Experiences in Health and Illness

Papers:

“Depression Narratives of Hmong Immigrants,” Victoria Lei, Department of Sociology, University of California Davis, Mai See Yang, Jennifer Xiong and Janice Ka Yan Cheng, Department of Psychology, University of California Davis, Debora A. Paterniti, Department of Sociology, University of California Davis and Tonya Fancher, Department of Medicine, University of California Davis

“Health, Illness, and Healing: The Female Veteran Experience,” Sarah Aktepy, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis

“Intentional Childbearing Experiences among Men and Women with HIV/AIDS,” Carrie Foote, Indiana University Indianapolis (IUPUI)


Roundtable 3: Social Support, Social Networks, and Health

Papers:

“Dissolution of Social Networks among Depressed Hmong Immigrants,” Jennifer Xiong, Mai See Yang, Janice Ka Yan Cheng, Victoria Lei, Debora A. Paterniti and Tonya Fancher, Department of Psychology, University of California Davis

“Of Rebels, Conformists, and Innovators: Applying Merton’s Adaptation Typology to Explore an Effective Alzheimer’s disease Home Care,” William Cabin, Hunter College School of Social Welfare/CUNY

“The Influence of Marital Quality on the Health Trajectories of Older Adults,” Jennifer Roebuck Bulanda, J. Scott Brown and Takashi Yamashita, Miami University

THEMATIC

Session 92: Representations of Race in the Media-I

Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsor: Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Organizer & Presider: Melinda J. Messineo, Ball State University

Papers:

“‘Magical Negro’ Representations: From Hollywood to the White House,” Matthew Hughey, Department of Sociology, University of Virginia

“Playing the Color-Blind Card: Seeing Black and White in News Media,” Erica Chito Childs, Hunter College/CUNY

“Sinners, Saints, and Invisible Victims: Canadian press reporting of murdered/missing Indigenous & White women,” Kristen Gilchrist, 2nd year PhD student, Carleton University

“Sweetheart Stories: The Portrayal of Transracial Adoption in Newsprint,” Elisha Marr, Calvin College

Session 93: Juveniles and Education: Symbolic Frameworks and Institutional Issues

Room: SCH #208

Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency, Educational Problems, Law and Society, Program Committee, Racial and Ethnic Minorities, Teaching Social Problems

Organizer & Presider: Otis B. Grant, Indiana University South Bend

Papers:

“What Lessons Can Public Schools Learn From KIPP Charter Schools?” Marissa Shaw, Cecily Medved and Kiara Garcia, California State University, East Bay

“Teaching about US Punishment to Privileged Liberal Arts Students,” R. Tyson Smith, Dickinson College

“Canadian Multiculturalism as an official policy of inclusion?: Immigrant youth, identity and symbolic constructions,” Maryam Nabavi, University of British Columbia


“Studying Race & Media: Is Reifying Race Unavoidable?” Natalie Byfield, St. John’s University

THEMATIC

Session 94: Global Dynamics in the Pacific Rim

Room: SCH #719

Sponsor: Global

Organizers & Presiders: Ligaya Lindio McGovern, Indiana University

Kokomo

Robyn Magalit Rodriguez, Rutgers University
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**Discussant:** Robyn Magalit Rodriguez, Rutgers University

**Papers:**

“China, Economic Growth & Political Liberalization: The Role of NGOs,” Matthew Bradley, Indiana University Kokomo

“Malaysia’s Unique Affirmative Action and its Bumiputra Policy,” Bernadette Kwee Garam, Manhattan College

“The Emergence of Neoliberal Policing in Seoul, South Korea,” Alex Vitale, Brooklyn College


**Session 95: Caregiving across the Life Course**

Room: SCH #855

**Sponsors:** Family

**Organizers & Presiders:** Elizabeth R. Paré, Wayne State University

Heather E. Dillaway, Wayne State University

**Papers:**

“One is One and Two is Ten: The Effect of the Transition from One to Two Children on Mothers’ Labor Force Participation,” Chardie Baird, Kansas State University and Stephanie Burge, University of Oklahoma


“Caregiving and Work-Family Conflict: Implications for Mental Health,” Ronald Bulanda, Jennifer Roebuck Bulanda and Stephen Lippmann, Miami University

“University Student’s Underlying Thoughts About the Support Given to the Elderly in China,” Di Xue, Department of Sociology and Social Policy, Ochanomizu University

“Things that Can Happen During a Qualitative Study: One Researcher’s Account while Working with Low-Income Mothers and Caregivers,” Sharon Lindhorst, Wayne State University

**8:30am – 12:00pm** **Meeting**

**Board of Directors Meeting, 2009-10**

Room: SCH-Stanford West

**10:30am – 12:10pm** **Sessions**

**THEMATIC**

**Session 96: Community-based Efforts Targeting Racial and Ethnic Inequities and Disadvantages**

Room: SCH-California Blue

**Sponsors:** Community Research and Development

**Organizer:** Madeline Troche-Rodriguez, Harry S. Truman College

**Discussant:** Elena Gutierrez, University of Illinois-Chicago

**Papers:**


“Focus Group Needs Assessment of a Local Latino Community,” Anne Statham, University of Southern Indiana

“Challenging Institutional Disadvantage through Service Learning in an Inner-City Neighborhood,” Theo Majka and Linda Majka, University of Dayton

“MoveSmart.org: An Innovative Approach to Promote Vibrant and Diverse Neighborhoods in Chicago,” Madeline Troche-Rodriguez, Harry S. Truman College and Justin Massa, MoveSmart.org

**Session 97: Contemporary Issues in Crime and Delinquency**

Room: SCH-California Gold

**Sponsors:** Crime and Juvenile Delinquency

**Organizer, President & Discussant:** Ebonie L. Cunningham-Stringer, Wilkes University

**Papers:**

“Articulating fear: Discourse, affect, and neighborhood context,” Paul Fuller, St. John Fisher College and Timothy McCorry, Buffalo State College - SUNY

“Juvenile Identity in Contemporary Society,” Otis B. Grant, Indiana University South Bend

“Profiling and Web-based Activism: (Trans)Bodies in Cyberspace,” Tre Wentling, Syracuse University

“Racial and Ethnic Differences in Bullying, Internet Use and Academic Achievement: A Social Capital Perspective,” Tina Norris, Kent State University

**Session 98: Mapping the Discursive Coordination of Global Action**

Room: SCH-Nob Hill

**Sponsors:** Global

**Organizer:** Marie Campbell, University of Victoria

**Presider & Discussant:** Liza McCoy, University of Calgary

**Papers:**

“Achieving ‘results’ in international funded NGOs in Kyrgyzstan: Aid-Effectiveness as discursive coordination of global ruling relations?” Marie Campbell, University of Victoria and Elena Kim, American University - Central Asia

“Viewing Abu Ghraib: Congress and the Construction of Problem Photos,” Jared Del Rosso, Boston College, 1st place Winner of the Social Problems Theory Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Relations of Ruling, Discourses of Rights and the Disappearance of the Child: The Dominican Experience,” Henry Parada, Ryerson University
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Session 99: GLBTQ Racism and Anti-Racism
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

Sponsor: Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities
Organizer: Kendal Broad, University of Florida
Presider: Rebeca Dolinsky, University of California Santa Cruz

Papers:
“Discriminatory Tactics: Washington, DC and the Gay Club Scene in the early 1970s to mid 1980s,” Rebecca Dolinsky, University of California Santa Cruz

“Racial Surveillance: On Boundaries, Passing, and Resistance,” Jessica Merrick, University of South Florida

“Multicultural Queer Thoughts / Thinking Further Queer: Portrayals of Non-Heterosexual Intimacy and Reflexive Cultural Conservatism inside the Mainstream American Gay Media,” Toshio Asai, Georgia State University


Session 100: Workshop: Looking for Work in Academia: How to Navigate and Negotiate the Job Market
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsor: Program Committee
Organizer & Presider: Kimberly J. Cook, University of North Carolina Wilmington

Description:
This is a true workshop session in the sense that we will invite participants to share their CVs for advice and mentoring. The workshop leaders will provide suggestions on preparing a CV, letter of application, and strategies for selecting recommendations and interviewing on campus. We will also offer guidance on how to negotiate a contract once an offer has been made. Participants should come prepared with their updated CV in hand, questions they have about the job market, and any experiences to share.

Session 101: Drinking and Drugs Roundtables
Room: SCH-Stanford East

Sponsor: Drinking and Drugs
Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Paul Draus, University of Michigan-Dearborn

Roundtable 1: Nonmedical Use of Legal Drug

Papers:
“The patterns of use of salvia divinorum: a legal hallucinogen,” Christie Bowles and Dina Perrone, Bridgewater State College

“Race and ethnic variation in prescription drug misuse, abuse, and dependence,” Jason Ford, University of Central Florida

“Legally Tripping: The Emergence of Salvia Divinorum Use in Youth Subcultures,” Brian C. Kelly, Purdue University

Roundtable 2: Protective and Contributing Factors for Substance Abuse

Papers:
“Sexual Orientation Inequalities in Psychological Distress and Drinking Problems: An Examination of Parental Social Support,” Elbert Almazan, Central Michigan University


“Lifetime cumulative adversity and substance use disorder in an older U.S. sample,” Donald A. Lloyd, Florida State University

Roundtable 3: Public and Political Framing of Substance Use and Abuse

Papers:
“Media Representation of Drug Law Enforcement by Hong Kong Customs,” Jessica Wing Kay Chiu, Hong Kong University


“Windows of Opportunity for Culture Change Around Tobacco Use in Mental Health Settings,” Erica Solway, University of California, San Francisco

“Reframing College Drinking as a Social Problem: the Case of the Amethyst Initiative,” George Dowdall, Saint Joseph’s University

THEMATIC Session 102: Representations of Race in the Media- II
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsor: Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Organizer & Presider: Melinda J. Messineo, Ball State University

Papers:
“Learning to Make Racism Funny: The Reification of Race through Humor,” Raul Perez, University of California, Irvine

“Somethin’ for the O.G.s? Explaining the Spread of Misogyny as a Theme across Genres of Rap,” Antonia Randolph, Nicole Gonzalez and Holly Swan, University of Delaware

“(Re)Presenting Race on Reality TV: Designed to Sell, Race and Real Estate in the USA,” Erin Rehel, Vanderbilt University

“Advertising on BET: Empowering Images or Stereotypes?” Melinda J. Messineo, Ball State University

THEMATIC Session 103: Teaching About Race in the Color-blind Era
Room: SCH #208

Sponsor: Educational Problems

Papers:
“Legally Tripping: The Emergence of Salvia Divinorum Use in Youth Subcultures,” Brian C. Kelly, Purdue University
Organizers & Presiders: Kris Macomber, North Carolina State University
Sarah E. Rusche, North Carolina State University

Papers:

“Seeking the ‘Common Denominator of Human Universality’ In What is Culturally Distinct: The Educational Thought of Alain LeRoy Locke,” Ronald Porter, University of California at Berkeley

“Shades of Sexual Assault: Masculinity, Peer Groups, and College Men’s Contempt for Women’s Sexuality,” Brian Sweeney, Long Island University

“Taking Account of Race/Ethnic Relations Textbooks: Disciplinary Trends Rarely Reflected,” Kathleen Fitzgerald, Columbia College

Session 104: The Synergy of Physical and Mental Health
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors: Health, Health Policy, and Health Services Mental Health

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Teresa Linnea Scheid, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Papers:

“Depressive Symptoms and Bodily Pain: Reciprocity and the Role of Physical Disability and Social Stress,” Mathew Gayman, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, Robyn Lewis and Ming Cui, Florida State University

“Determinants of the Relationship between Visual Impairment and Psychological Distress among Older Adults,” Robyn Lewis and Anne Barrett, Department of Sociology, Florida State University

“UnBorn Again: The outcomes of adolescents who recant Born Again Christian identity,” Janet Rosenbaum, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health

Session 105: Community-based Research: Working Toward Social Change and Social Justice
Room: SCH #719

Sponsor: Conflict, Social Action, and Change

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Deborah G Perkins, Coastal Carolina University

Papers:

“Called to Spread Justice: Evangelical Social Workers and the Implementation of Social Policy,” Jesse Booher, University of Texas at Arlington

“Challenging the Sounds of Silence: A Case Study of Gay-Straight Student Alliances and School Reform Efforts,” Maralee Mayberry, Department of Sociology, University of South Florida, Tiffany Chenneville, Department of Psychology, University of South Florida and Sean Currie, Department of Sociology, University of South Florida

“Invasive Species as a Social Problem: A Community Studies Approach,” Brandon Feasel, University of Notre Dame

“Recasting the Whore: Sex Work Discourse and Inclusion,” Heidi Baez, The Graduate Center, CUNY

12:30pm – 2:10pm Meeting
Editorial Board Luncheon, 2008-09
Room: SCH-Aureau (Hotel Restaurant)

Program Committee, 2008-09 & 2009-10 (Closed Meeting)
Room: SCH-Telegraph Hill

12:30pm – 2:10pm Sessions

Session 106: In the Spirit of Du Bois: Confronting Racial/Ethnic Inequality through Scholar-Activism
Room: SCH-California Blue

Sponsor: Program Committee

Organizer: Richard A. Dello Buono, New College of Florida

Presider: Chavella Pittman, New College of Florida

Discussant: Charles Pinderhughes, Boston College

Panelists:
Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, Duke University
Robert Newby, Central Michigan University
Rose M. Brewer, University of Minnesota

Session 107: Crime and Sexuality
Room: SCH-California Gold

Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency Law and Society

Organizer: Mary Nell Trautner, University at Buffalo, SUNY

Presider & Discussant: Lloyd Klein, St. Francis College

Papers:


“What Lies Beneath: Unmasking Predictors of Sex Crime Recidivism Using Criminal Arrest Histories of Sex Offenders,” Kristen Budd, Purdue University

“Better Living Through Legislation: Implications and Impact of the Adam Walsh Act,” Lloyd Klein, St. Francis College

“The Current State of Sex Offender Treatment Access for Adult Sex Offenders Under Community Supervision in Kentucky,” Lincoln B. Sloas, Morehead State University

Session 108: Childhoods
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

Sponsor: Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

Organizer & Presider: Elizabeth Ann Gage, Roswell Park Cancer Institute

Papers:

“Doing Girl: Elementary School Girls Idealizing Heteronormativity,” Kristen Myers and Laura Raymond, Northern Illinois University

“The Relationship between Adolescents’ Romantic Involvement and the Transition to Adulthood,” Stephanie Burge and Ann Beutel, University of Oklahoma
**Session 108, continued**

“Innunity and Vulnerability to Violence among Rural Adolescents,” Jennifer Esala, University of New Hampshire

“Does Religion Matter? Examining the Importance of Family Characteristics and Religiosity on Educational Attainment,” Christy Panagakis, SUNY Buffalo

“Respect and Respectability: Parenting Strategies of Marginalized Mothers,” Mary Ann Kanieski, Saint Mary’s College

**Session 109: Theorizing and Representing Chronic Illness and Disabilities in the Discipline of Sociology and in Sociological Classrooms**

Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

*Sponsors:* Disabilities, Health, Health Policy, and Health Services, Social Problems Theory

*Organizer & Presider:* Alexis A. Bender, Georgia State University

*Discussant:* Kathleen Lowney, Valdosta State University

**Papers:**

“The Conceptualization and Inclusion of Disability in Family Sociology Textbooks,” Carol Brooks Gardner, IUPUI

“How Individual Web Spaces Create a Social Movement: Mapping the Network of the Autism Blogosphere,” Victor Perez and Ray Maratea, University of Delaware

“ADHD: Biological Disease or Psychosocial Disorder—Comparing France and the US,” Manuel Vallée, Sociology Department, UC Berkeley

“Using an Advocate Approach to Study Social Problems,” Sara Towe Horsfall, Texas Wesleyan University

**SPECIAL Session 110: Student Award Winning Papers III**

Room: SCH-Russian Hill

*Sponsor:* Program Committee

*Organizer:* Hoan N. Bui, University of Tennessee

*Presider & Discussant:* Kimberly Davis, University of Tennessee

**Papers:**

“Does Legal Apprehension in Adolescence Effect Educational and Occupational Attainments in Adulthood?” Arina Gertseva, Washington State University, 1st place Winner of the Educational Problems Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Mediterranean Rift: The Metabolic Rift in the Sicilian Bluefin Tuna Fishery,” Stefano Longo, University of Illinois at Springfield, 1st place Winner of the Environment and Technology Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Demanding Rights, Withholding Peace: The Colombian Sugarcane Workers Strike,” Louis Edgar Esparza, Stony Brook University, 1st place Winner of the Labor Studies Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Marriage and Mental Health: Exploring Potential Race/Gender Variations,” Dwone Mouzon, Rutgers University, 1st place Winner of the Mental Health Division’s Student Paper Competition

“Being Straight is Not a Choice: Essentialism and Identity De/Construction Among Heterosexual Siblings of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Youth,” Amy Kathryn Brainer, University of Illinois at Chicago, 1st place Winner of the Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities Division’s Student Paper Competition

**Session 111: New Directions in Research on Race and Ethnicity (Papers in the Round)**

Room: SCH-Stanford East

*Sponsor:* Racial and Ethnic Minorities

*Organizer, Presider & Discussant:* Erica Chito Childs, Hunter College/CUNY

**Roundtable 1: New Directions: Intersections of Race, Class, and Gender**

**Papers:**

“Race, Class, Gender and Achievement at Selective Colleges and Universities,” Rachelle Brunn, New York University

“Race, Class, Age, Gender and the 2008 Elections: A preliminary analysis of college voters and their biases,” Gabriel Aquino, Westfield State College

“Racial Differences in Educational Outcomes: An Examination of Position and Process,” Sarah Bruch and Lawrence Berger, University of Wisconsin, Madison

**Roundtable 2: New Directions: Prejudice, Privilege and Racism**

**Papers:**

“The Elephant in the Classroom: Examining High School Student Definitions and Perceptions of and Reactions to Racism,” Carey Ruiz, University of Kentucky


“Examining Whites’ Interracial Contact In The Daily Life Course: A Preliminary Analysis,” David Purcell, Kent State University

**Roundtable 3: New Directions: Racial and Ethnic Identities**

**Papers:**

“Contradictory Perceptions of Gullah and Non-Gullah African-American Language and Culture and Their Ethnolinguistic Basis,” William-Bernard Reid-Varley, Brandeis University

“Blood and (Be)Longing: Genetics, Genealogy, and the Bio-logic of American Indian Identity,” Angela Gonzales, Cornell University


“Probable Groups and Practical Groups: Collective Identification among Latinos Living in Mississippi,” Lynn Hempel and Nathan Dollar, Colorado State University
**Session 112: Social Justice, Peace, and Environment**  
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven  

**Sponsors:**  
Community Research and Development  
Environment and Technology  
Poverty, Class, and Inequality  

**Organizer & President:**  
Julie Andrzejewski, St. Cloud State University  

**Papers:**  
“Social Justice, Peace, and Environmental Education: A Key to Addressing Social Problems,” Julie Andrzejewski, St. Cloud State University  
“Devastation by Hurricane Katrina as a State Crime: Perceptions of Victims and the Public,” Kelly L. Faust and Susan M. Carlson, Western Michigan University  
“When the Rally Is Over: Patriotism, Presidential Approval, and Dissent in the Aftermath of War,” Jeremy Straughn, Purdue University and Tauna Sisco, St. Anselm College  
“Barack Obama as a Human Rights President: A Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) Analysis,” Laura Finley, Barry University  
“The Political Discourse of the Global South at the WTO: Toward Institutionalization or Marginalization?” René Audet and Jules Duchastel, Sociology, Université du Québec à Montréal  

**Session 113: The Personal is Political: Health Activism**  
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge  

**Sponsors:**  
Conflict, Social Action, and Change  
Health, Health Policy, and Health Services  

**Organizers:**  
Jean Elson, University of New Hampshire  
Laura Lorenz, Brandeis University  

**Presider:**  
Emily S. Ihara, George Mason University  

**Papers:**  
“Advocacy and Everyday Health Activism among Persons with Celiac Disease: A Comparison of Eager and Reluctant Activists,” Denise Copelton, The College at Brockport, SUNY  
“Beyond Roe: Women of Color Organizing for Reproductive Justice,” Zakiya Luna, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor  
“Community Mobilization, Alcohol Policy Campaigns and Social Movement Theories,” Denise Herd, UC Berkeley  
“Health Social Movement Disparities: Patients’ race and gender and the number and size of disease organizations,” Rachel Best, University of California, Berkeley  

**Session 114: Politics of Inclusion/Exclusion in the Neo-liberal Agenda and Participatory Development**  
Room: SCH #719  

**Sponsors:**  
Community Research and Development  
Global  

**Organizers:**  
David A. Smith, University of California Irvine  
Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee  

**Presider:**  
Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee  

**Papers:**  
“Coalition Work: a comparison of two Mexican contexts,” Krista Brumley, Wayne State University and Jon Shefner, University of Tennessee  
“Methodologies of the Peoples: Approaches to Inclusion and Discovery,” Doreen E. Martinez, University of Colorado - Boulder  
“National Culture and Neoliberal State Legitimacy: The Case of Turkey,” Cory Blad, Manhattan College and Banu Koçer, Beykent University  

**Session 115: Family Policy**  
Room: SCH #855  

**Sponsor:**  
Family  

**Organizer & Presider:**  
Nancy Mezey, Monmouth University  

**Papers:**  
“‘Well she must have done something’: Noncustodial mothers and their experiences in the family court system,” Jackie Krasas, Lehigh University  
“Finding Balance: Policies for People Living Alone,” Kimberly Fox, Loyola University Chicago  
“Efficacy and the Hours Mismatch: How Characteristics of Work Affect Men and Women’s Work and Family Lives,” Tiffany Taylor, Kent State University, Katrina Bloch, Kent State University – Stark, Maura McCafferty and Sarah Samblanet, Kent State University  
“The Advantages and Disadvantages of Motherhood: Experiences and Perspectives of Women Police,” Kristenne Robison, Westminster College  

**2:30pm – 4:10pm Meeting**  
Council of Division Chairpersons & Program Committee  
Meeting, 2009-10  
Room: SCH-Stanford West  

**2:30pm – 4:10pm Sessions**  

**THEMATIC**  

**Session 116: The 1960s and 1970s Movements for Racial and Ethnic Equality**  
Room: SCH-California Blue  

**Sponsor:**  
Program Committee  

**Organizer & Presider:**  
Steven E. Barkan, University of Maine  

**Papers:**  
Session 116, continued

“The Declining Impact of Sociology in Fighting Racism,” Wornie Reed, University of Tennessee

“Education is not an Equal Opportunity Institution,” Joseph M. Conforti, SUNY, Old Westbury

“Anticipating the Class Divide: Our Distorted Memory of Conservative Workers and Radical Elites During the Vietnam Era and Its Legacy,” Penelope Lewis, Graduate Center, CUNY

Session 117: Criminal Justice and Mental Health Treatment
Room: SCH-California Gold

Sponsors: Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
          Mental Health

Organizer, Presider & Discussant: Mark F. Peyrot, Loyola College

Papers:

“Forbidden Victims, Unforgiven Perpetrators: Social Problems Work with Adult Male Sexual Offenders who were Sexually Victimized as Children,” Michael Petrunik and Adina Ilea, University of Ottawa

“Offenders with Psychiatric Disabilities Returning to the Community from Correctional Custody: The Forensic Transition Team Approach After a Decade,” Stephanie Hartwell, UMass Boston Sociology

“Police Officers as Street Corner Psychiatrists: Assessments and Transport to Treatment,” Christian Ritter, Northeastern Universities Colleges of Medicine and Kristen Marcussen, Kent State University

“Rationalizing Addiction: Drug Courts and the Creation of NORPs (Normal, Ordinary, Responsible Persons),” Kerwin Kaye, New York University

Session 118: Context and Technique in the Classroom
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

Sponsor: Teaching Social Problems

Organizer & Presider: Christopher G. Kelly, Boston College

Papers:

“Bureaucratic Rituals as Mechanisms of Control,” Vince Montes, City University of New York/ LaGuardia C.C. and J. David Knottnerus, Oklahoma State University

“From the Broom Closet to the Lecture Podium: How an Instructor’s Class Affects the Class,” Roxanne Gerbrandt, Austin Peay State University

“Using Music Subcultures to Teach Social Problems,” Kenneth Cultor, Niagara University

Session 119: Becoming a More Effective Presenter: Utilizing Universal Design in Conferences and Classrooms
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

Sponsors: Accessibility Committee
          Disabilities

Organizer & Presider: Liat Ben-Moshe, Syracuse University

Description:

In this interactive workshop you will learn how to maximize your conference experience by designing presentations that are effective for a broader spectrum of audience members. This goal will be accomplished by utilizing principles of Universal Instructional Design (UID). UID means that, rather than designing your instruction for the ‘average’ student or audience member, you design for potential students with a broad range in ability, age, reading level, learning style, native language, race, ethnicity, and other characteristics. This will be a hands-on workshop that will enable you to apply these principles to your own teaching and presentations.

Session 120: Sexuality and Substance Abuse
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsors: Drinking and Drugs
          Sexual Behavior, Politics, and Communities

Organizer: Brooke Wells, Center for HIV Educational Studies & Training and National Development & Research Institutes, Inc.

Presider: Amy Hequembourg, Research Institute on Addictions

Papers:

“The Maintenance of Femininity in the Masculine Culture of University Drinking,” Patrick O’Brien, University of Colorado at Boulder

“‘Just because it’s Fun’: Social Meanings of Drug and Alcohol Use in Strip Clubs,” Melissa F. Lavin, University of Connecticut

“Mixed-method findings regarding sexual victimization among sexual minorities,” Amy Hequembourg and Jennifer Livingston, University at Buffalo, Research Institute on Addictions


“Sex, Drugs, and Community Mobilization: Crystal Meth in NYC,” Naomi Braine, Sociology Dept, Brooklyn College, Caroline Acker, History Dept, Carnegie Mellon University and Laurens Van Slytman, Beth Israel Medical Center

Session 121: Teaching Research for Community Action
Room: SCH-Stanford East

Sponsor: Community Research and Development

Organizer & Discussant: Linda Majka, University of Dayton

Presider: Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton

Roundtable: Teaching Research for Community Action

Papers:

“What Now?: The Challenges and Successes of a Community Based Homeless Census Count,” Josie Parker and Pam Regus, Pathways Community Network and Georgia State University and Jane Massey, Pathways Community Network

“For Census Tracks, Socio-cultural City Structures, and Social Stratification: Teaching the Intersections of Identity and Social Life,” Daniel Farr, University at Albany, SUNY
“Responding to Challenges Facing Nonprofit Agencies Serving Youth in a Rural Community: A Collaborative Model for Enhancing Agency Effectiveness and Sustainability,” Karen L. Porter, Alfred University

“The Challenge of Teaching Environmental Racism,” Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton

**Session 122: Public Discourse and Racial Inequality (Roundtable)**
Room: SCH-Stanford East

**Sponsors:** Racial and Ethnic Minorities, Social Problems Theory

**Organizer & Presider:** Scott R. Harris, Saint Louis University

**Roundtable: Public Discourse and Racial Inequality**

**Papers:**


“Problematizing the Post-Race Paradigm: Post-Soul Intersectionality as an alternative framework to understand how Black college students defined diversity during their college choice process,” Siduri Haslerig, Rican Vue and Walter R. Allen, UCLA

“Racial Friendship Patterns and Neighborhood Choices of White College Students,” Margaret Hunter, Mills College

**Session 123: Globalization and Environmental Justice**
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

**Sponsors:** Environment and Technology, Global

**Organizer:** David F. Steele, Austin Peay State University

**Presider:** TBA

**Papers:**

“Monsanto, Biotechnology, and Framing Theory,” Anne Larsen, California State University, East Bay

“Global Environmental Pollution and Human Rights,” Rebecca Katz, Morehead State University

“Computer Waste in the World-System: The Case of China,” Scott Frey, Sociology - University of Tennessee, Knoxville

“The Role of Local NGOs in Building Democracy and Poverty Reduction in Ethiopia and their Challenges,” Zelalem Getaneh and Wossene Abebe Desalegn, St. Francis Integrated Development Organization-FIDO

“Globalization and Ethnic Conflicts: Understanding Baluch Opposition to Gwader Port in Pakistan,” Tarique Niazi, University of Wisconsin

**Session 124: Gender, Health, Aging and New Body Technologies**
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

**Sponsors:** Health, Health Policy, and Health Services, Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

**Organizers & Discussants:** Abigail Brooks, Boston College, Cheryl D. Stults, Brandeis University

**Papers:**

“Doping & Obesity: U.S. Body Politics in a Militarizing Nation,” Virginia Husting, Boise State University

“Going Natural or Going Surgical? The Influence of Peer Culture on Women’s Approaches to Aging,” Abigail Brooks, Boston College

“The Debate about the ‘Safety’ of Silicone Breast Implants in the Media,” Cheryl D. Stults, Brandeis University

“The Obligation to Tell & the Duty to Protect: Managing Genetic Risk Information for Underage Children,” Emily Kolker, Brandeis University

**Session 125: Gender and Sports Sociology**
Room: SCH #719

**Sponsor:** Sport Sociology

**Organizer, Presider & Discussant:** Kathleen Asbury, Community College of Philadelphia, Rutgers University

**Papers:**

“Gender and Cycling in Iowa,” Marybeth Stalp, University of Northern Iowa

“Athlete or Rollergirl?: Presentation of Self in Women’s Flat Track Roller Derby,” Kylie Parrotta, North Carolina State University

“‘No Hour In the Saddle is Ever Wasted’: The Sport for All,” Kathleen Asbury, Community College of Philadelphia, Rutgers University

**Session 126: Infertility and Alternative Paths to Parenthood**
Room: SCH #855

**Sponsors:** Family, Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

**Organizer & Presider:** Kristin Wilson, Georgia State University

**Papers:**

“Anticipating Infertility: Constructing the Egg Freezing Consumer,” Lauren Jade Martin, City University of New York Graduate Center

“Explaining Racial/Ethnic Disparities in Helpseeking: The Case of Infertility,” Arthur Greil, Alfred University, Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska, Karina Shreffler, Oklahoma State University and Katherine Johnson, Pennsylvania State University

“Infertility, Risk, and the International Adoption of Children,” Heather Jacobson, University of Texas at Arlington

“The (Single) Woman Question: Ideological Barriers to Accessing Fertility Treatment,” Katherine Johnson, Pennsylvania State University

“The impact of infertility, miscarriage, stillbirth, and child death on marital dissolution,” Patricia Wnoch, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Joanne Cacciato, Arizona State University and Karina Shreffler, Oklahoma State University
4:30pm – 6:10pm  Sessions

Session 66:  Current Controversies in Labor Politics and Reform
Room: SCH-Rincon Hill

Sponsor:  Labor Studies

Organizers:  Robert J.S. Ross, Clark University
Steve Early, Labor Notes

Presider:  Robert J.S. Ross, Clark University

Discussant:  Peter Olney, International Longshore and Warehouse Union

Panelists:
Richard Flacks, University of California Santa Barbara
Judith Stepan-Norris, University of California Irvine
Robert J.S. Ross, Clark University
Steve Early, Labor Notes

THEMATIC
Session 127:  Environmental Racism and Community
Room: SCH-California Blue

Sponsors:  Community Research and Development
Environment and Technology
Health, Health Policy, and Health Services
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Organizer, Presider & Discussant:  Shawn A. Cassiman, University of Dayton

Papers:
“Poverty and Inequality issues in Environmental Problems: A paradox on the White River,” Esha Sanyal, Kansas State University
“I Keep to Myself: Negotiating Social Interactions Under Conditions of Scrutiny,” Tennille Allen, Lewis University
“Captive Audiences? How Residents in Two Detroit Neighborhoods Respond to Lack of Accessible, High Quality Food Sources,” Daniel Rose, PhD Candidate - University of Michigan - Department of Sociology
“Right to water as a right to health issue: world polity, contention and prospects,” Michelle Thompson and Alex Otieno, Arcadia University
“Narratives of Urban Space Among the Jamaican Middle Class,” Jennifer Simon, Georgia State University

Session 128:  Theorizing Crime Stories
Room: SCH-California Gold

Sponsors:  Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
Social Problems Theory

Organizer:  J. William Spencer, Purdue University

Presider:  Glenn Muschert, Miami University of Ohio

Papers:
“Enron’s Perp Walk: Status Degradation Ceremonies As Narrative,” Gray Cavender, Ken Miller and Kishonna Gray, School of Justice & Social Inquiry, Arizona State University
“Why ‘Medical Marijuana Collective’ Doesn’t Mean You Just Come and Collect: the challenges of cooperative cultivation and distribution,” Wendy Chapkis, University of Southern Maine
“Who Are Medical Marijuana Patients?: Population Characteristics from Nine California Clinics,” Craig Reinarman, Frances Lanthier and Tom Heddleston, Sociology Department, University of California, Santa Cruz

Session 129:  Human Rights: The Politics of Race and Ethnicity and Immigration
Room: SCH-Nob Hill

Sponsor:  Global

Organizers:  John Dale, George Mason University
Tony Samara, George Mason University

Discussant:  Tony Samara, George Mason University

Papers:
“Cultural Securitization, Labor Market Involvement and Anti-Immigrant Hostility: Civic Integration Contracts and Immigrant Integration in Germany,” Peter Doerschler, Bloomsburg University and Pamela Irving Jackson, Rhode Island College
“Disciplining Public Space: Race, Immigration, and Illegality in Arizona,” Meghan McDowell and Nancy Wonders, Northern Arizona University

Session 130:  Medical Marijuana
Room: SCH-Russian Hill

Sponsors:  Drinking and Drugs
Health, Health Policy, and Health Services

Organizer & Presider:  Stephen J. Sifaneck, Berkeley College-NYC

Discussant:  Ethan Nadelmann, Drug Policy Alliance

Papers:
“Why ‘Medical Marijuana Collective’ Doesn’t Mean You Just Come and Collect: the challenges of cooperative cultivation and distribution,” Wendy Chapkis, University of Southern Maine
“Who Are Medical Marijuana Patients?: Population Characteristics from Nine California Clinics,” Craig Reinarman, Frances Lanthier and Tom Heddleston, Sociology Department, University of California, Santa Cruz
“Self-Medicating with Marijuana among Non-Medical Prescription Drug Users,” Stephen E. Lankenau, University of Southern California and Childrens Hospital Los Angeles, Jennifer Jackson Bloom and Meghan Treese, Childrens Hospital Los Angeles, Alex Harocopoulos, National Development and Research Institutes, Inc. and Heather Cloum, Childrens Hospital Los Angeles

Session 131:  The Footprint of Scholarship
Room: SCH-Fournou’s Oven

Sponsors:  Environment and Technology
Institutional Ethnography

Organizers:  Lauren Eastwood, SUNY Plattsburgh
Susan M. Turner, University of Guelph, Canada

President & Discussant:  Lauren Eastwood, SUNY Plattsburgh

Papers:

“After the Storm: The Role of Catastrophe in Social Evolution,” Debra Davidson, University of Alberta

“Reflections on ‘Heat’, Air Travel and Research Footprints,” Marie Campbell, University of Victoria and Dorothy Smith, OISE/University of Toronto

“The Footprint of Scholarship: Questions, Strategies, Initial Thoughts,” Marjorie DeVault, Syracuse University

“What might institutional ethnography contribute to our response to climate change or can we justify our footprints?” Dorothy Smith, University of Victoria

Session 132:  Ageism and Economic Inequality: Understanding Intersections
Room: SCH-6th Floor Club Lounge

Sponsors:  Poverty, Class, and Inequality
Youth, Aging, and the Life Course

Organizer:  Leah Rogne, Minnesota State University, Mankato

Presider:  Heather E. Dillaway, Wayne State University

Discussant:  Heather E. Dillaway, Wayne State University

Papers:

“Ageism and Old Age Policy,” Carroll Estes, University of California, San Francisco, Leah Rogne, Minnesota State University, Mankato, Erica Solway, Brooke Hollister and Brian Grossman, University of California, San Francisco

“How does age matter? Experiences of paid work over the life span within the context of globalization,” Krista Brumley, Wayne State University

“A Visual Study of Older Adults in an Age-Segregated Place: An Intersectionality Approach,” Mary Byrnes, Western Carolina University and Melissa Gesbeck Howell, Loyola University Chicago

“Friends and Neighbor(hoods): Plans to Move or Stay Among Midlife and Older Adults in a Four Season Climate,” Debra Street, Department of Sociology, SUNY Buffalo

Session 133:  Families on the Color-Line
Room: SCH #855

Sponsors:  Family
Racial and Ethnic Minorities

Organizer, President & Discussant:  Erica Chito Childs, Hunter College/CUNY

Papers:

“Crossing the Color Line in Search for Love: A Comparison of Four Birth Cohorts,” Glenn Tsunokai, Western Washington University, Augustine Kposowa, University of California, Riverside and Michele Adams, Tulane University

“Assimilation, Narrativity, and Interracial Intimacy,” Matthew Torralba M. Andrews, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
“Interracial Romantic Coupling and Colorblind Ideology Among Black-White Couples,” Erin Pryor, Kent State University- The University of Akron Joint Ph.D. Program

“De Facto Segregation of Resources in Extended Kinship of Multiracial Families,” Eileen Walsh, California State University Fullerton

7:00pm SSSP Drinking and Drugs Division and the ASA Alcohol, Drugs, and Tobacco Section Party

The SSSP Drinking and Drugs Division and the ASA Alcohol, Drugs, and Tobacco Section will hold its joint reception at the Institute for Scientific Analysis at 390 4th Street on Sunday, August 9, starting at 7:00pm.

FUTURE ANNUAL MEETINGS

August 13 – 15, 2010
The Sheraton Atlanta Hotel
Atlanta, GA

August 12 – 14, 2011
The Blackstone, A Renaissance Hotel
Chicago, IL

August 16 – 18, 2012
The Grand Hyatt Denver
Denver, CO
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<td>Kail, Ben Lennox</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser, Angela A</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanieski, Mary Ann</td>
<td>13, 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kates, Erika</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katz, Rebecca</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaufman, Nicole</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaye, Kerwin</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazyak, Emily</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeton, Robert</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keil, Thomas J</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith, Barbura</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Brian C</td>
<td>15, 78, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Christopher G</td>
<td>47, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelso, Michelle</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr, Lindsay</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiecolt, K. Jill</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Elena</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Helen</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kim, Joongaebck</td>
<td>18, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingdom, Carol</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klein, Lloyd</td>
<td>63, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knottnerus, J. David</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koer, Banu</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolker, Emily</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolozsvari-Wright, Orsolya</td>
<td>21, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kopak, Albert</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kort-Butler, Lisa</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kposowa, Augustine</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krasas, Jackie</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kreiner, Peter</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulis, Stephen</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurth, Suzanne B.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwon, Hyeyoung</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, Steven R</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, Susan</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lankenau, Stephen E</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanthier, Frances</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsen, Anne</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laske, Mary Therese</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latimore, T. Lorraine</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaVallee, Cailin</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavin, Melissa F</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laws, Michelle</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawston, Jodie</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leach, Darcy</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavitt, Noah</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Juliet</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leech, Tamara</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leggon, Cheryl</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei, Victoria</td>
<td>6, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindhorst, Sharon</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsell, Christopher S</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lippmann, Stephen</td>
<td>39, 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu, Xue</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livingston, Jennifer</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd, Donald A</td>
<td>16, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London, Andrew</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longo, Stefano</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>López, Nancy</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenz, Laura</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loseke, Donileen</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love, James</td>
<td>62, 80, 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowney, Kathleen</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luken, Paul</td>
<td>32, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luna, Yvonne</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luna, Zakiya</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyons, Michael S</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacArthur, Kelly</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macheskii, Ginger</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacLean, Vicky M</td>
<td>62, 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macomber, Kris</td>
<td>11, 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahar, Karen</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majka, Linda</td>
<td>96, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majka, Theodora</td>
<td>62, 73, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majumdar, Debarun</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malackany, Christopher</td>
<td>5, 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malat, Jennifer</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manning, Lydia</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maratea, Ray</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcussen, Kristen</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marr, Elisjah</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsh, Kristin</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsiglia, Flavio</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Lauren Jade</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Todd</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, Yolanda</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez, Airin D</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez, Doreen E</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez, Gloria</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martinez, Isabel</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mascarenhas, Michael</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, Susan</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massa, Justin</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massey, Jane</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurer, Katherine</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayberry, Maralee</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCafferty, Maura</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCanna, David</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCarty, John</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCauley, Jaime</td>
<td>37, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCormack, Karen M</td>
<td>32, 41, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCorry, Timothy</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCoy, Liza</td>
<td>10, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDowell, Meghan</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McEmmerney, Diana</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGovern, Ligaya Lindio</td>
<td>36, 46, 94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenzie, Pam</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKinney, Robin E</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNeely, Connie L</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McQuillan, Julia</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McTague, Tricia</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medved, Cecily</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melon, Karen</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrick, Jessica</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messineo, Melinda J</td>
<td>92, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messinger, Seth</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, Doug</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mezey, Nancy</td>
<td>81, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikles-Schulterman, Julie</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millar, Morgan</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Elizabeth</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Elizabeth</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Gale</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, JoAnn</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ken</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Kirk</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Suzanne Forgang</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mills, Melinda</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minchey, Reigan</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mingus, William</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitra, Debarashmi</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mix, Tamara</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moloney, Molly</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monahan, Brian</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monnat, Shannon</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montes, Vince</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morewitz, Stephen</td>
<td>63, 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morrison, Linda J</td>
<td>17, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moser, Charles</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouzon, Dawnwe</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mueller, Carol</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mukai, Gracie</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munetz, Mark</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muniz, Ana</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Lisa</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy, Sheiglia</td>
<td>15, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muschert, Glenn</td>
<td>39, 59, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers, Kristen</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mykhalovskiy, Eric</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabavi, Maryam</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadelmann, Ethan</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naftziger, Michelle</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Najera Marquez, Evangelina</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaPier, Emily</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal, Rachael</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neff, Duane</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newby, Robert</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ng, Roxana</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niazi, Tarique</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicdao, Ethel</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nichols, Naomi</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocella, Il, Anthony J</td>
<td>18, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noori, Neema</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nordberg, Camilla</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Tina</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ntulo, Luis F</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Brien, John</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Brien, Patrick</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Neil, Moira</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oh, Christine</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olmsted, Maureen</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olney, Peter</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otieno, Alex</td>
<td>7, 93, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owens, Lynn</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pabst, Johanna</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Padilla, Yolanda C</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page, Tiffany Linton</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palder, Amy</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Violet</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panagakis, Christy</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parada, Henry</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paré, Elizabeth R</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Josie</td>
<td>35, 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrotta, Kylie</td>
<td>21, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasko, Lisa</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pastrana, Jr, Antonio (Jay)</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pate, Matthew</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paterniti, Debra A</td>
<td>6, 22, 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce, Jennifer</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, A. Fiona</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Jr, Willie</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peguero, Anthony</td>
<td>9, 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peressini, Tracy</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez, Fernando M</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez, Raul</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perez, Victor</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perkins, Deborah G</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perrone, Dina</td>
<td>78, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry, Robin</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pessagno, Regina</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peterson, Robert</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petonito, Gina</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petrunik, Michael</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyrot, Mark F</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pföhl, Stephen</td>
<td>39, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pike, Lynn</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinderhughes, Charles</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pissent-Johnson, Christine</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittman, Chavella</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ponce, Aaron</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popp, Ann Marie</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porschitz, Emily</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter, Karen L</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# CRITICAL SOCIOLOGY CONFERENCE

Monday, August 10  
9:00am – 6:15pm  
The Stanford Court Hotel  
905 California Street, San Francisco

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 9:00 - 9:15| Welcome and Introductions                                             |                               | David Fasenfest, Editor and Richard Dello Buono, Latin American and Caribbean Editor  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *Critical Sociology*                                                     |
| 9:15 - 11:00| SACRIFICING NEOLIBERALISM TO SAVE CAPITALISM? PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES IN A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL GLOBAL CRISIS |                               | Ximena de la Barra  
|            |                                                                       |                               | International Development Consultant and Social Policy Analyst  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Former Public Policy Advisor, United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF)  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *Discussants:*  
|            |                                                                       |                               | NEOLIBERALISM AND THE GLOBAL CRISIS AS A SOCIAL PROCESS  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Raewyn Connell, University of Sydney  
|            |                                                                       |                               | WOMEN, GENDER AND NEOLIBERALISM  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Joan Acker, University of Oregon  
| 11:15 - 12:30| California Blue Room                                                   |                               | Moderator: Victoria Carty, Chapman University  
|            | Participatory planning in a rural Mexican village: Lessons for community development and professional education | UCLA                          | Mercedes Arce, la Universidad Autónoma de la Ciudad de México, Marie Kennedy, Chris Tilly, UCLA  
|            | The Geography of the Family of Anti-systemic Movements: Activists at the World Social Forum |                               | Chris Chase-Dunn, Rick Niemeyer, Preeta Saxena, Matheu Kaneshiro, James Love and Amanda Spears, UC-Riverside  
| 12:30 - 1:45| Lunch Break                                                            |                               | *California Gold Room*                                                   |
|            |                                                                       |                               | Moderator: Vida Bajc, Queens University  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *A Progressive Vision of Interpersonal Racial Inequality Theory*  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Chavella T. Pittman, New College of Florida  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *Of Innovations and Fluctuations: A Critique of the Philippine Criminal Justice System and Restorative Justice Movement*  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Diana Veloso, Loyola University Chicago  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *The Neoliberal Retirement Crisis*  
|            |                                                                       |                               | James W. Russell, Eastern Connecticut State University  
| 2:00 - 3:15| RACE AND POLITICS IN THE OBAMA ERA                                     |                               | Bob Newby, Central Michigan University  
|            |                                                                       |                               | *Discussant*  
|            |                                                                       |                               | Martha Gimenez, University of Colorado  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Speaker(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30 - 5:00</td>
<td>California Blue Room</td>
<td>Moderator: Gregory Pratt, University of Illinois-Chicago:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'Change We Can Believe In,' You Better Not Believe It: Politics as Usual in a Different Style Johnny E. Williams, Trinity College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corporate Status, Neo-liberalism and the Obama Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Doran, University of Newcastle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Civil Rights after Obama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suzanne Goodney Lea, Trinity University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 – 6:15</td>
<td><strong>SPECIAL LABOR WORKSHOP</strong></td>
<td>The Crisis in the Newspaper Industry: Possible Responses of Organized Labor Carl Hall, Local Representative California Media Workers Guild, Local 39521, TNG-CWA Chris Rhomberg, Fordham University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO ATTEND

A RECEPTION HONORING

DR. THOMAS C. HOOD, SSSP EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 1990-2009

and the

AWARDS BANQUET

at

The Stanford Court Hotel
905 California Street

Saturday, August 8

Reception: 6:45pm - 7:45pm
Banquet: 8:00pm - 10:00pm

AWARDS TO BE PRESENTED

**SSSP Division Awards:** Winners of various student paper competitions and other division awards will be announced.

**Beth B. Hess Memorial Scholarship:** This $3,500 scholarship will be awarded to a new or continuing graduate student who began her or his study in a community college or technical school.

**C. Wright Mills Award:** For a distinguished book that exemplifies outstanding social science research and an understanding of the individual and society in the tradition of C. Wright Mills.

**Joseph B. Gittler Award:** For significant scholarly achievement that a SSSP member has made in contributing to the ethical resolution of social problems.

**Lee Founders Award:** For recognition of significant achievements that have demonstrated continuing devotion to the ideals of the founders of the Society and especially to the humanistic tradition of the Lee’s.

**Racial/Ethnic Minority Graduate Scholarship:** This $12,000 scholarship is given annually for support of graduate study and commitment to a career of scholar-activism.

**Social Action Award:** This $1,000 award is given to a not-for-profit organization in the San Francisco area in recognition of challenging social inequalities, promoting social change, and/or working toward the empowerment of marginalized peoples.

As you probably know, Tom Hood is retiring as Executive Officer after 19 years of wonderful service. At this reception we will honor Tom with some formal and informal remarks and generally recognize his many contributions to SSSP over the years. The reception will be hosted in the California Suite. The awards banquet will be held in the Stanford Ballroom. A special thanks to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Maine for their financial contribution to the awards banquet.

The buffet will feature Classic Caesar Salad; Roasted Chioggia Beets with Pt. Reyes Blue Cheese; Udon Noodles with Julienne of Cucumber, Roasted Red Peppers and Sesame Soy Dressing; Pan Seared Sea Bass on Lentils with Watercress Sauce; Whole Rosemary Chicken with Fingerling Potatoes; Wild Mushroom Risotto with Truffle Oil; Artisan Bread Presentation; Flourless Chocolate Cake; Lemon Cake with Berries; Dutch Apple Pie; Freshly Brewed Coffee and Tea. A vegan dish will be available for those who request one. A cash bar will be available. Come celebrate with your friends and colleagues and enjoy the evening!

The reception is complimentary to SSSP members.

The cost of a banquet ticket is $68 per person.

A limited number of banquet tickets will be sold in the registration area. Those with advance reservations will receive their ticket/s with their registration materials.
SSSP members engage in social justice work. The interdisciplinary perspectives and methods that activist scholars use to pursue social justice is the theme of the 2010 annual meeting in Atlanta, Georgia.

Social justice work is problem-driven scholarship that employs rigorous theory and research methods. Examples include work on human rights and civil rights; action research focused on injustices on the factory floor or in the courtroom; and the study of discrimination or violence which is directed at groups or individuals in local communities in the United States and throughout the wider world.

Explanation and understanding are the starting points, not the results, of social justice work. The most urgent and persistent social problems – war and violence, economic distress and poverty, inequalities, and unfair treatment of social groups – initiate social justice work, which changes the value or utility attributed to mainstream scholarship within the social sciences. Practitioners, all types of scholar activists, are not blinded by a favorite framework or the desire to produce papers directed only to academic specialists. Social justice and ways to achieve it, rather than intellectual struggles, are deemed to be the worthy battles.

Social justice workers are engaged within the community, whether local or global, yet they bring new ideas and new perspectives into the academy. Theory and practice are linked. The linkage occurs when scholars decide to understand why immigrant workers are forced to do ‘dirty work’ to care for their families, or when they struggle to understand militarism, or how diplomacy gone wrong can provoke a nuclear threat or interpersonal violence.

The 2010 meeting of the Society for the Study of Social Problems will feature presentations and thematic sessions on the work of social justice practitioners – those who organize or study social movements, those who look within and across organizations to see how community problems can be ameliorated, those who talk to persons who fight wars in other nations or wars within themselves. A number of workshops and panels on the scholarship of engagement and the classroom practices introducing students to social justice work are planned.

The many forms of social justice work will be featured. Protest movements, community studies, social change projects from within organizations, social action research, institutional ethnographies, comparative studies, and policy studies are examples. We will challenge social science dogma and celebrate the possibilities of a just world.

JoAnn L. Miller, SSSP President, Purdue University

Glenn W. Muschert, Chair, Miami University
Henry H. Brownstein, NORC at the University of Chicago
David L. Levinson, Norwalk Community College
Paul D. Steele, Morehead State University

2010 Program Committee